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scenes from the upper X
ful
Society of Buffalo in an address on tween Chicago and San Francisco on
followed
war
that
with the
residences and that all use their ef- 000,000 from banking interests of the The rate
X STOCKHOLDERS MAKE
Pecos loaned by the Valle
"Adequate Relief" before the Nation June 19. From Denver the Burlinghas been conforts to have public buildings decorat- United States to meet the Honduran Standard Oil Company
Ranch are used. It will cost X
GOOD BANK SHORTAGE. al Conference of Charities and Correc ton will route its trains over the Denfined to pueblo, but now that its rival
ed.
debt. Of this amount $7,500,000 Is to has, invaded Denver the Standard is
one cent to mail this folder by X
tion here this morning. Mr. Almy con ver and Rio Grande and the Western
also be enclosed X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican ) tended that the old cry which has so Pacific.
be forthcoming at once.
can
itself.
X
;
It
to
about
commence
be
to
a
said
genCARNEGIE GIVE8 HOLLAND
Loyalton, Cal., June 9. The bank of frequently been raised against mod
eral campaign to drive the Gates con- X with any business letter with- X
A HERO FUND. ABRAN GONZALES LEAVES
out increasing postage, for it X Sierra Valley, closed Since the disap- ern charity organization societies that CALL ISSUED FOR
cern from the state."
NATIONAL BANK STATEMENT.
FOR CHIHUAHUA.
is small enough to fit nto a--; X pearance of Cashier W. O. Miller, a they spent too much for salaries, has
(By Special Leased! TTlre to If ear Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
No.
6 envelope.? Secretary x week ago, was reopened today. The lost any point it may ever have had (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
In Auto Smash rW. W.
Hurt
Three
The Hague, June 9. Andrew CarJuares, Hex June, 9. Apparently
Washington, D. C, June 9. The
Richie will distribute these X stockholders of the bank have made and that on the contrary, it is neces
Cox, the well known Dona Ana county
of the currency today isto threats which he said cattleman, his daughter Blanche
negie, It was announced here today,
to
in
the
X
businessmen
every
an
of
provide
high
sary
comptroller
$27,000.
among
folders
city,
good
alleged shortage
and
had donated 500,000 florins (about were made against him. Abram Gon- his son
where they can be had upon ap- - X Miller's alleged shortage as city treas- est grade of trained men and women sued a call for a statement of condiwere hurt lri an auto
James,
$205t000) for the establishment of a zales left for Chihuahua today to tike
tion of all National Banks at the close
X urer is said to exceed $3,000. No trace
plication.
mishap near Las Cruces. All will
hero fund In Holland.
office as provisional governor,
of business Wednesday, June ?.
of him has been found.
(Continued on Page eight)
r

Governor xand Mrs. Mills have returned from Las Vegas where they at
tended the wedding of Miss Cunningham. The governor declared he had
a. very pleasant visit in the Meadow
..
City.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
las received the sum of $292.35 from
Warden Cleofes Romero, as convicts
earnings and the sum of $725 from
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
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administratrix of the estate of Thos.
Delaney, 'was approved in probate
court at Las Vegas on Monday. The
estate worth $5,152, was willed to St.
Anthony's Sanitarium at Las Vegas.

A RHAPSODY OF DEFIANCE'

JUNE

Stand back, ye irking devils of despair!
Behold, my head Is bare
To the balmed breeze from off the sapphire sea
And lifted to the sun. For unto me
The Voices call, call resonant and
clear
Live strong!
Another
"Live, man!
June is here!"

The Little Store
DENVER BREAD

FOLEY'S

1W

Established

HONEY-T- AR
FOR ALL COUGHS

Jury Commissioners Named.
Judge C. J. Roberts appointed Dr.
J. M. Cunningham of Las Vegas; Jose
Felix Esquibel of San Geronimo, and
Jose Maria Baca of Upper Las Vegas,
jury commissioners for San Miguel
a belted bee is in the county.

June!

FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1911.

For bronchitis, hoarseness and

Look
j
rose,
Sent to Reform School.
And soon will stagger in his flight to.
close
I
Henry Q. Maurino, aged 13 years,
Wis..
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
The comb with weight of gathered was sentenced to one year in the
form school at Springer yesterday by says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
And, see
He writes us,
A redwing's on the flag and swinging Judge Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque more than the best
because of the boy's "idle, vicious and "All those that bought it think it Is
free!
the best for coughs and colds they
I catch the flash of crimson mid the: vagrant habits.
ever had and I think it is still more
Jet,
than the best. Our baby had a bad
Red
wet
above
the
Tragedy.
As there he balances
Light
In a fight over Ruby Earl, a denizen cold and it cured him in one day.
Lush grass 'beside the pasture-pond- ,
of the Red Light district at Douglas, Please accept thanks." Sold by all
where slow
Arizona, the woman was shot by Jo- druggists.
Brown cattle at the evening go.
brook
its
the
gossip
seph A. deOrand Pre, who then sent
cheery
Now, too,
a bullet crashing through his own must cremate the body. Too often a
spills
Into the pools among the shaded hills, brain. He died instantly. The woman term in the penitentiary with a par - ((
don always in sight is given as punwin recover.
Or widens in the meadow to caress
o'er-i
No.
40.
ishment, which it appears has' not M
of
the
leaves
Fe.
Santa
The
Telephone
crisp tanged
Southern Corner Plaza,
'
the restraining effect it is supposed X
bending cress,
Kidnapers Get Wrong Baby.
be )
While in the riffles finning trout await
instead of securing the three year to have. Lesser crimes seem to
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
some fij
WE GIVE REGISTER
With upstream heads the fall of fly old grandson of D. M. Clemson, a mil- on the decrease in the county for
ilionaire, at Pittsburg, the kidnapers, time past, and possibly the stretching
or bait.
u
t nemp migui nave
"
by mistake took the child of Clemson's
their cnrth th flnral children rhimfPour Th
mi,i wb ahanHnnert greater crime. It's worth a trial any
Up
several miles from home and was how. Estancia Morning News.
rise
And blow their kisses to the wooing found wandering about.
skies
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
In gleeful troth, and deck themselves Bryan's Youngest Daughter Weds.
anew
Miss Grace Dexter Bryan, youngest
(From the New Mexican of this date
With filmy fabrics spangled o'er with daughter of William Jennings Bryan,
1S91.)
EXTKA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
was married Wednesday evening at
dew.
PIES-CRE- AM
CAKES
PUFFS
nAVRREAD
cdcch
The useful grass along the tertue Lincoln, Nebraska, to Richard Lewis
Albert Edward, prince of Wales,
plain
Hargreaves, a young businessman of and future head of the established
friend-Lincoln.
Stirs in the heat and becks the
church of England and coming ruler
ly rain,
of a great Christian nation, seems to
And high the lark his silver lyre tunea
Romero Confesses.
know more of baccarat than of reFrancisco Romero confessed in jail,
To sift on all below its mystic runes.
ligion. It is to be feared that he will
of
Bird-sonreach
bloom
killed
and
at
and
Trinidad that he shot
and
not pose as a saint even after ascendtrellised vine!
James Baer on account of a grudge.
ing the British throne. Horrible that,
PHONE 191 BLACK
The Voices call, and all the earth is
indeed, but what are the English peo-Red Light Raided.
mine,
do about H?
In broad daylight, Chief of Pollce Pie going to
And for my feet the clovered paths
v""5
red
Walton raided a notorious
that go
light!
resort in Pueblo, Colorado, and took Albuquerque, has been appointed city
Where poise and peace abide!
And so
from it flvo travpiine- - mPn and four attorney. A wise selection.
COmeS Stand back, ye irksome devils of des- women in various staees of intoxica-- ! Captain Fredof P. Muller. the efficient
Taos county, is vlsit- county clerk
tIon
pair!
j ing the capital city.
e
June-winoaorea
in the
air
A glass of
Henry Essinger, the irrepressible,
Death of Railroader.
I lift to nature to her hills and trees,
ver from La Vegas.
ig
asbouldered
vears
the
several
H.
H.
wave
for
and
To
by
Hawkins,
shallop
V
Fe voted on Incorporation
Santa
of
the
foreman
in
the shops
sistant
leas,
and
to
dewy Santa Fe Railway at Albuquerque, Tuesday and right well has the city
star
and
To
night
sun,
u.C35
of the Holy Faith acquitted herself,
died at Los Angeles, California.
dawn,
the vote being about eight to one in
to days to be, to plaints and sorrows
favor of the move. Even the
gone,
On.
Still
Sewer
Strike
cneaDer
nttipiTo life, to love, to Woman and to Man,
'
VVUVt IllWVtiiiiv
city arrays herself on the side of pro--!
Despite the offer of the sewer conAnd to the utter goodness of the Plan. tractors at Las
gress. Let Cruces do likewise. Rio
to
pay their men Grande
Vegas
Richard Wightman in "Success ten cents
Republican.
per foot for excavations, the
You
Magazine."
men reiusea to return to work, iney
If you want anything on earth try
wnrW
demand $1.75 a day.
rr- U1I
"v
j
UUIlIt suuauifc
a Now afexldn Want Ad.

'The Best Know In Every Loaf"

j

A Full line of Dress

Travelling Bags
and Trunks of all des
cription. Better come
N

j

CO.

.,

Suit

Cases

'

j

GROCERY

190

Everyboy should spend some time in Recreation

TRY IT

INTER

Incorporated

VACATION TIME

AKO COLDS

tickling in the throat. Especially
recommended for children and
delicate persons. No opiates. A
medicine, not a narcotic. The
Bee Hive on the carton is the
mark of the genuine. Refuse
substitutes.

1851

now while theassortment
is complete

SPECIAL
See our Display Window. It will Interest

$

j

fm

YOU

'

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
cvpdv

Groceries and Delicatessen

g

rciJi

When the dry spell
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
en
EmmJmf crops, wnen
to
gines are not pumping they can be connected
man
onr
marhinp and will run it
ttllj
running it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
" hvj annlvinc
ail
jv
to the agent.
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Santa Fe, N.

j

t

j

Phone Black 6619

M.

AROUND THE STATE

J

Woman Slays Herself.
Mrs. Angela Sachs, aged 56 years,
yesterday killed herself at Denver,
by taking carbolic acid.

In Good Well.

Brought
What appears to be an inexhaustible State of Ohio, Cityss.of Toledo,
Lucas county.
supply of water was struck by E. A. t
tn c
nl.
An, iuai
lua&CEt uaiu
riaiin.1, Ti. lucucj
Vondeveld at a depth Of 38 feet On
his claim 5 miles northwest of Wil is senior pariuer 01 uie nrui ui r. j.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
lard, Torrance county.
City of Toledo, County and State afore
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me ana subscriDea
Less Politics.
A little less politics and more work In my presence, this 6th day of Decem- by disinterested parties will be a help ber, A. D. 18S6.
. W. GLEASON
to statehood.
Therefor, it is a pious
idea not to send any more ,of our so- - (Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
called progressive statesmen back to
ally and acts directly on the blood and
Washington.
Albuquerque Herald.
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials free.
Costs Only a Cent.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
It only takes one cent to mail out
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
a post card on June 22 and a man
Take Hall's Family Fills for
who wouldn't be a booster for one
cent is no good to the community in
Vi

T71

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES'ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
fcWE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

!

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL
I

Fined for Riding on Sidewalk.
James Dunlap, a messenger boy at
Las Vegas had to pay $3.50 and costs
for riding on the sidewalk With his
bicycle.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Elks' Club Rooms.
The Elks' lodge at Las Vegas last
evening acted upon numerous plans
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
siihmitted to 't for a lodge and club
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package house.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

n

Phone Black

45

and Arizona.

Co.

A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
n
buyers that the firm of
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satThis firm has purchased over six! isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Schiller.
Victor

Learnard-Lln-dema-

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

N

::

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

1400

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of bffilding material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

pinochle.

Zook's Pharmacy
l.lv("f',1.

'

Phone
213

Phone

Lump

CAD CAIC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rtncles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

UIY

1

JiiLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Hones
Buggies, Sorties, Saddle hum

jteei

For Best Laundry Work

CALL,

non-unio- n

UP

Csltf tsKhl

Thofle 9

CHAS. CL0S50N

ta

Am

OF

INNOVATION SWEETS,
JOHNSTON CANDIES,
EXTRAORDINARY CHOCOLATES,
TRIADS, SWISS STYLE MILK CHOCOLATES ASSORTED,

DIRECT

CERRILL08

Vl OOS

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Imperial Laundry

IN THE CITY RECEIVING THEM

RATON
YANKEE

Phone 14

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
fe.rAr8i.vS?pUof!
Telephone 85
Telephone 85

,

THE ONLY HOUSE

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Screened

l'ppp

Restaurant

WE RECEIVE A FRESH ASSORTMENT

14.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

""'"".""";.

EACH WEEK

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

which he lives. Albuquerque Herald.
Accused of Larceny.
Miguel Dominguez and Albert Logo
same oia ODstacie.
r
were arrested at Albuquerque on the
The morning paper declares that all
Santhe
from
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
we need for statehood is the vote of;
charge of stealing junK
ta Fe Railway company.
the senate. That was all we needed Phone us, we will be glad to call for
when our friend, Mr. Owen, made his your laundry on Monday! and Tues- Plumber In Bankruptcy.
last filibuster. Albuquerque Herald. days and deliver on Thursdays and
I. H. Cox of Albuquerque, a plumber.
Fridays.
has filed a voluntary petition in bank
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Too Much Murder.
ruptcy. Liabilities $15,000; assets
Apparently a dose of hemp some-- ! are mended and buttons .sewed en
$9,229.
times called a "neck tie party" would your shirts without extra charge.
be a good thing for the morals of Tor-- ; PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122,
Bought Senatorial Seat.
ranee county. Generally speaking the
"
The 'Wisconsin senate has adopted a News is ferninst capital punishment
resolution declaring that U. S. Sena but having been compelled to record
tor Isaac Stephenson bought his seat not less than four murders within the
and asking the U. S. senate to in bounds of our county during the past
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
vestigate.
six months, we are about in the position of Peter Cartwright when he met
La Salle
Another Strike at Albuquerque.
the blacksmith and laid off his long
Work on the Ilfeld building at Albu coat and his religion long enough to
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
querque was stopped by a dispute with whale blazes out of the .fellow. Not
TelephoM 11.
the laborers who objected to a cut in quite six months ago, or on December
wages from $2.00 to $1.25 for eight 13, Walter Gray brutally murdered his Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
hours.
niece. Miss Williamson, at Lucia. A Regular Meals 25 Cents
few days later Manuel Barela shot and
Short Order at all Hours
Suit for Damages.
killed his father-in-law- ,
Lazaro Lopez,
BY
BOARD
THE WEEK $5X0
Jesus Maria Sandoval brought suit at Mountainair. Some months ago the
at Albuquerque against Cornelio San- Howes after having robbed the box French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
doval for damages of $240, and $20 a cars of the Santa Fe, murdered the
New York Chop Suey 60c.
month after this, for a tract of land special agent of the road, throwing the
claimed by plaintiff.
body in a well. Then comes the most
atrocious crime of all wherein Juan
Joke Killed Liquor Dealer.
Peralta lost his life, the murderers
Laughing over a funny story, James not content with having slain him,
J. Williams, a liquor dealer of New
York, suffered a stroke of appoplexy
MEN
from the bursting of an artery in the
brain, and died a few minutes later.
For tender face and neck after shaving, for pimples, black heads, dandruff
Shooting Over Labor Trouble.
use ZEMO
Basket leaves ' Monday and Tuesday
coal or any skin or scalp disease
Charles Slgman, a
ZEMO SOAP.
and
miner, was killed, and Roy Morburg
Returns Thursday and Friday.
ZEMO is guaranteed to relieve all
was wounded by Alderman H. E. Girt
of Greeley, Colorado, a labor union soreness and itching. The soap is part AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
leader. The dispute was over labor of the treatment, best for all toilet
purposes.
troubles.
and
Pbene
Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 33
Sold by druggists everywhere
Willed Estate to Sanitarium.
The final report of Sister O'Connor, in Santa Fe by The Capital Pharmacy.
I

i.
n

ten month. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Leamard-Lindeman-

Died Over Card Game.

Theodore Sterne, a wealthy manu
facturer, of New York, fell dead just
as he was melding 150 in a game of

PIANOS

PIAN05

Phone No. 36 g

P. O. Box 219

1

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

SELIG

FROM ; MANUFACTURER

I

l.

4

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
4
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WOOD'iS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m. ,
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

arrival et
arrives at
any other
and good

sle
TUlxicComf
4cLto
Brtty mmxigax
oxtavlsls).

FARE -- ST
FOLEY'S

KIDNEY

JP

$5.00
REMEDY.

Ia

for
particularly recommended
chronic casea of kidney and bladder
It tends to regulate and
trouble.
control the kidney and bladder action
and is healing, strengthening and
bracing. For sale by all druggists.

We Have Built Up

CERTAIN RE8ULT8

8ure They Are.
Many a Santa Fe Citizen Knows How
Nothing uncertain anout the work
of Doan's Kidney Pills in Santa Fe.
There Is plenty of positive proof of
this In the testimony of citizens. Such
evidence should convince the most
skeptical doubter. Read the following
statement:
Mrs. Desederla J. de Quintans, College St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Several years ago I used Doan's Kidney
Pills and I was cured of a bad attack
of kidney complaint.
At that time a
statement appeared In the local papers, telling of my experience and I
now take pleasure In confirming all
that was then said In favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills. I had pains In my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and there were othev troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement
was noticeable and tho contents of
two boxes restored m7 kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my back. I am glad to
say that during the time that has
since passed, my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

INSURING THE

flf.ll
Brandeis Declares He Should
Always be Assured of
Sufficient Income
THE

COST WOULD

BE

Per Cent
Probably Twenty-Fivof Wages Now Paid to
e

Employes.
(By Special Leased Wire to Jfew Mexican)
Boston, June 9. The huge waste of
the present industrial system in America was heavily scored by Louis D.
Brandeis of this city in an address on
"Workingmen's Insurance, the Road
to Social Efficiency," before the National Conference of Charities and

Correction here last evening.
Mr. Brandeis said in part:
"Throughtout the civilized world a
developing sense of social responsibility has compelled the community to
support in some manner its needy inability to support themselves. In
granting this aid we are passing from
sporadic, emotional charity to organized charity, and from mere relief to
preventive measures. We have to
learn that financial dependence among
the wage earners is due in a large part
to sickness, accident, invalidity, superannuation or unemployment, or to
the premature death of the bread winner of the family. Contingencies like
these,', referred to in individual cases
as misfortune, are now recognized as
ordinary incidents of the lives of the
wage earners, and must be met by a
comprehensive system of working-men'insurance.
rests upon
'American democracy
the basis of the free citizen. Politically an American workingman Is free
so far as laws can make him so
but is he really free, can any man be
really free who is constantly in dan
ger of becoming dependent for mere
subsistence upon somebody and some
thing else than his own exertion and
conduct. Men are not free while financially dependent upon the will of other
individuals.
Financial dependence is
consistent with freedom only where
the claim to support rests upon right
and not upon favor.
"The cost attending freedom Is usu
ally high and the cost of providing to
the workingman, as essential to freedom, a comprehensive and adequate
system of insurance will prove to be
no exception to this general rule. Few
intelligent property owners omit to
insure against fire. Everybody recog
nizes the fire insurance premium as a
current expense, and yet the chance
of loss by fire is very slight as compared with the chance of loss to a
man by sickness, accident, or premature death. Every intelligent manu
facturer makes In some form a regu
lar charge for depreciation of machin
ery and plant, and yet the deprecia
tion of a man through invalidity and
superannuation is no less certain and
frequently more severe than the de
preciation of machinery. Every Intel
Iigent manufacturer recognizes rent,
interest and taxes as a current daily
charge which continues, although his
plant is shut down or operating at
less than full capacity; but the cost
to the employer of carrying an unused
plant is not as great relatively as the
cost to the employe of carrying him-

During the same period, working people and their friends have been seeking against the most powerful opposition, protection from industrial overfatigue and exhaustion. HHween the
two groups there has been an
abyss. Those who have sought
legislation year after year, so often
In vain, have not even known that
there were laws of fatigue, the scientific and demonstrable !i;i?is for their
claims. On the other hand, scientists
and physicians have studied muscle
and nerve, frog jerk and iiKeon flight;
in loniure oeiau wiinout as yet applying the laws and facts so acquired
to the phenomena of fatigue in the
largest classes of our population, the
wage earners.
''The United States supreme court
finally decided that it is within the
province of state legislators to limit
the hours of working women. That
was in 190S. Within the next two years
the supreme courts of Illinois, Michi
gan and Louisiana followed suit. The
effect of these decisions has been electrical. During the first three months
of 1911,
three states California.
Washington and Colorado passed
laws limiting women's work in the in
dustries to eight hours per day. Two
states Missouri and Utah passed
nine hour laws, and Delaware passed
a ten hour law which failed to receive
the governor's signature.
.Vone
of
these laws permit any overtime work,
which is one of the most important
tests of effectiveness of this kind of
legislation, for it does not !?ave a
loophole to deprive women of protection at the very time when most urgently needed."
Miss Goldmark made a special plea
for more definite laws in the other
states and especially laws which will
protect workers in such occupations
as laundries, telephone
exchanges.
canneries, restaurants, candy stores,
ice cream saloons and department

I
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MINES

AND
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A Poor Weak Woman

MINING

i

As the

The Origin of Rocks.
The geologist divides rocks into
three general classes igneous rocks,
originating from the molten magma
forced upward from the bowels of the
earth, such as granite and the various lavas; sedimentary rooks, consist
ing; of disintegrated particles of the
igneous rooks which have been reform- ed into rocks themselves, such as
sandstone; and metamorphlc rocks,
consisting of igneous or sedimentary
rocks whose composition
has been
greatly changed by intense heat, chemical action, or other causes, as for instance, a limestone that has been
changed to marble.
Sedimentary rocks, as stated in the
geological atlas of the 1'nited States
Geological Survey, are usually made
up of layers or beds which can be

easily separated. These layers are
called strata and rocks deposited In
such layers are termed stratified.
The surface of the earth Is not immovable; over wide regions it very slowly rises or sink with reference to the
sea, arid shore lines are
thereby
As a result of
changed.
upward
movement marine sedimentary rocks
may become part of the land, and
most of our land areas are in fact occupied by rocks originally deposited
as sediments in the sea.
Sandstone is perhapB the simplest

ia

termed, will endure bravely and patiently

agonies which a strong man would give way under.
The fact is women are more patient than they ought
to be under such troubles.
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
the most experienced medical advice free of charge
and in absolute confidence and privacy by writing to

the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Pierce
has been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y.. for
many years and has had a wider practical, experience
in the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country.
s
His medicines are
for their astonishing efficacy.
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak and deli
world-famou-

cate women is Dr. Pierce 'a Favorite Prescription.
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
SICK WOMEN WELL.

The many and varied
forth in Plain English
revised and
receipt of 51
one-ce-

symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
in the People's Medical Adviser (1008 pages), a newly
Edition of which, cloth-bounwill be mailed free on
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.

THE FORUM

lar Republicans, which might have
deadlocked the convention at least beThe
insurgents are mak- yond the first roll, was a further blow
ing it plain to the most casual obser- to the insurgent plans.
They had already boasted of their
ver, that their intention is to injure
and if possible, to defeat the party to threats to bolt the Taft candidacy, and
owe whatever power they they are now hoping that they can
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Ob- which they
example of sedimentary rocks.
bolt it for a Democratic insurgent.
Connections made with Automobile
viously standstone was once a part of possess. In doing this, they are provdessome older rock. This sand was first ing the truth of the old maxim "His- Woodrow Wilson's pyrotechnic
lino at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-weeroded and then deposited and either tory is repeating Itself." When the cent into radicalism and insurgency
on his
tour 13 believed to
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Ros-wesubjected to great pressure by over- greatest statesman of modern times
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
lying masses perhaps thousands of (James G. Blaine) was nominated by have satisfied them.
The Democrats have been making
convention, Curtis,
feet thick or cemented together by the Republican
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
overtures to get the insurgents
many
bolted
nomination
et
the
rare
al,
Schnrz,
stone!
chemical solutions. Where the
between Santa F and Torrance
WE HANDLE LUMBER
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
ws formed by simple pressure it con- made possible the election of Cleve- into the Democratic camp at least as
in large quantities and have
stores.
tains a large proportion of open spaces land, end were largely responsible for far as congressional work Is concernmodern facility for furnishing the Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
Women and Legislation.
ruin, idleness, and ed. And they may succeed before the
and
mobile
wire.
thus becomes an ideal
W.
J.
9'ockard.
by
very best iwigh or dressed
water the
Boston, June 9. That women are bearer.
Some sandstones will carry destitution that was the logical result. summer is over. For in ine Senate
Lumber
beginning to learn the ropes in getting as much as six quarts of water to the The insurgents finding themselves ut- the thirteen professional insurgents
of every description. We are thus
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
laws through state legislatures was
cubic foot of stone. In other varities terly unable to control the Republican can combine with tbe 41 Democrats at
enabled to"make the very best prices 13 particularly recommended
for
demonstrated before the section on the interstices
time to overthrow the 38 Repubtor Lumber of such high grade. chronic cases of kidney and bladder
may have been filled party unable to rule, have resolved any
"Housing, Health and Recreation" of with
to ruin, utterly regardless of conse lican regulars that live In the upper
We will be pleased to figure on your trouble. It tends to regulate and conso
material
cementing
the
that
the National Conference of Charities
House. They have already demonstratcontracts.
the following inter-ucearock may be for all practical purposes quences,
trol the kidney and bladder actions
and Correction here this morning by
of the insur ed this by blockading the election of
status
the
almost
gives
and is healing, strengthening and bracas
despatch
dense
as
granite.
Mrs. Albion Fellows Bacon of Evans- gents to date, what it may be tomor- Senator Galllnger of New Hempshire
Characteristics of Granite.
ing. For sale by all druggists.
ville, Ind., who has become known all
as president pro tempore. They have
row is another matter.
The
over the country as the author of In
specific gravity of
granite
D. C, June 4. Senator not hud courage enough, however, to
Washington,
ranges from 2.59: to 2.7:',1, with an avdiana's houseing law.
Robert Marion La Follette of Wiscon- join with Democrats In the election of
Mrs. Bacon said in part :
erage of 2.663 that is, It is 2.663
for the Repub- !enator Bacon of Georgia.
"When the legislature opens and times s heavy as an equal volume of sin Insurgent aspirant
reSenator Bailey of Texas last week,
the 'Pibrock of Dhonil Dhu knells for water, a cubic loot of such zran t lican presidential nomination, is
boomer
of made a public offer on the Senate
to
latest
be
the
ported
w
the onset,' when you see the blank will eigh 166.4 pounds. The strength
to floor, to Senator Borah of Idaho, to
(Old Sparks Ranch )
look on some of the faces of the mem- - of granite is very great. It will ordin- the Woodrow Wilson candidacy
Of course, "Bat- throw the Democratic support to a
heirs when you approach them on arily withstand a pressure of 18.000 head the Democrats.
Bob" is not out in the open boom- revision of the woolen schedule to be
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
housing, you are apt to think, 'Why to 34,000 pounds to the square inch. tle
the roving New Jersey governor written by Senator Borah, If the In-- !
ing
I
more
memin
work on the
didn't get
Certain Wisconsin granites have withBest of Food
Best of Beds
bers of the legislature themselves, be-f- stood crushing up to a pressure of 4 nor has he made any speeches in the surgents should refuse to help the
latter's behalf. But, here at Washing- Democratic majority in the House.
Cold Pure Spring Water
it began? Why didn't I send these
pounds to the square inch.
to
them
in
stories
and
their
pamphlets
No Invalids
Granite is usually considered an im- ton there is a growing tendency on But Borah did not accept the offer.
$15 a Week
the part of La Follette's pubiistic al- Nor did Senator La Follette accept
homes before they were bewildered pervious stone,
yet it will absorb con- lies to
man Governor Senator Stone's pressing invitation to
tell what a
and worn out and under the party siderable moisture
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
end a cubic yard of Wilson is and whatgreat
a truly progressive bring the whole Insurgents' clan into
lash? Too late then, to put your pic- granite will usually contain about
3.5
Write Pecos
statesman he is demonstrating him- the Democratic party that they might
Telegraph Glorieta
tures and letters on their desks; all gallons of water.
Many granites con self to be.
write some of their noisy doctrines
you can do is to use a gatling gun or tain four or five
cent
of
per
potash,
a steam roller.
And that Governor Wilson himself into deeds.
which is, however, in insoluble form.
On the principle, that traitors are
"In legislative campaigns it is ad"Granites of the Southeast- is not averse to such aid was demon
visable to study tbe methods of suc- ern(From
Atlantic States," United States strated by this statement of the New less dangerous in the enemy's ranks
cessful politicians. Get the prominent
Jersey executive here this afternoon: than in their own, let us hope that
men of both parties on your side; es- Geological Survey Bulletin 426.)
"After all, I can see very little dif- La Follette and his blatant followers
mi
pecially the party in power. Get all
ference between the insurgent Repub- will go over bodily to the Democracy,
the pledges you can before elections
licans and the Democrats, except pos- then we will know just what to do
and afterwards. You will need influsibly on the tariff." Then Governor about it. The sooner they go the bet'
ence with the legislative leaders and
Palace.
Wilson told of the "fine prospects" for ter for th Republicans and the counE. M. Cranston. H. P. Gibonson, Den- Democratic
with the speaker of the house and the
Your friend,
victory in 1912, if his try.
president of the senate, for you will ver; William E. Turner, Kansas City; party continues in its present course.
A. L. MORRISON.
V.
V.
have very little show if they are not
Clark, Seattle; Samuel Eldodt, He also paused to drop a brick on Wilwith you. If there is a boss who can Chamita; A. Mennett. Las Vegas; J. liam J. Bryan by
the House
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
be converted to noble ends your work Charnes, St. Louis; Earle Remington, Democratic caucus praising
A OJi
PAL
action on the wool
RED
da?hon1e3HT
130
Sealed proposals will be received
108 AVE
Los Angeles; W. J. Lucas, Las Vegas.
will be simple."
schedule. He will leave Washington
by the County Commissioners of SanMrs. Bacon outlined the campaign
Montezuma.
at
for New Jersey, on the ta Fe
Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque;
County. New Mexico, up to
as carried out in Indiana to secure a
J. W. lastmidnight
lap of his 9,000 mile transconti- twelve o'clock noon on
law prohibiting the building of im Ridge, Louisville; H. B. Waha. AlbuSaturday, the
nental tour.
' 1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
proper tenements in the larger towns querque; J. S. Lea, Roswell; Mr. and
Boom Strengthened.
Harmon
all material and constructing three
and cities in the state and concluded Mrs. W. G. Ulery, Bonanza; Mr. and
self and family while unemployed.
The La Follette
'What sum would be required annu that housing reform can never be won Mrs. E. E. Dewey, Mrs. J. F. Miller, Wilson boom will Insurgent aid for the bridges in said county, located as folhave little influence lows:
ally to provide an adequate system of without hard work and practical meth- C. E. Weber, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Horn- in the Democratic convention
next
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
by, William Springer, Valley Ranch;
workingmen's insurance cannot be de ods.
so the past week's political devel- on Canon
Road within the limits of
Two things are needed in every D. T. Hoskins, Las Vegas; Max Rice, year
termined from existing data. The cost
would obviously vary greatly, in differ state," said Mrs. Bacon, "one Is the St. Louis; J. R. Chase, Chicago; A. opments have really done more good the City of Santa Fe.
ent occupations, and different com- faith of the prophet. In Indiana we Avery, De Kalb, Oklahoma; Mr. and for the J ud son Harmon boom than for
One bridge over the Galisteo river
munities. An amount equal to 10 per count our success due to our prayers Mrs. M. T. Barbour, Chicago; Mrs. V. anybody else.
near the town, of Galisteo.
5!
Wilson's
foes
among the Democrats
cent of current wages would go far more than to our hard work. The oth Hofmaster, Chicago; Edward A. Mann,
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
towards relieving in many industries er is the vision of the prophet a Albuquerque; Charles H. Kohn, Mon- - insist this is because La Follette still near the town of Los Cerrillos.
the distress now incident to sickness, vision of the filth and sand, the "abom- toya; Fred Simpson. Denver; A. Sin hopes to land the Republican nomina
All the material and work shall be
Successor to B. P. Williams
accident, invalidity, premature death, ination of desolation" of our cities and ger, Albuquerque; Jose Ortiz y Pino, tion, and that this espousal of Wilson furnished and done in accordance
is
to
due
the fact that he considers with the plans and
superannuation and unemployment of above that, a vision of the City of Galisteo; Theodore Chacon. Harry W.
specifications now
the wage earner, But it Is certain that Shining Beauty where there is no sick- Kelly, I.as Vegas; J. E. Hannum, Al- Wilson the weakest man the Demo on file in the office of the County
the proceeds of even so large a charge ness nor crime nor contagion, where buquerque; J. S. Macklin, El Paso; crats could put up.
Clerk at Santa Fe,
New Mexico,
But this is not so. The real reason where
as 10 per cent of the average daily the streets are clean and it is always B. S. Phillips, Truchas.
may be seen and examinthey
for the La toilette sympathy for the ed and
Coronado.
t
wage would, under present conditions, light
copies procured.
Mrs. Tabor, Galisteo; Jose Duran, Wilson boom lies In the fact that the
afford mere alleviation of and not inEach bid must be accompanied
Jr., Tecolote; G. Garcia, Lamy; J. C. La Follettites are gradually admitting a certified checK in the sum of 10 by
demnity for the losses now attendant
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly ft
per
Martinez, Las Vegas.
upon those contingencies in the life
that President Taft will be unbeatable cent of the amount of bid.
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE NOTES.
Said
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
The cost of pro
of the working-man- .
in next summer's Republican convencheck to be drawn upon some solvent
LETTER
viding complete indemnity would prob
tion, and they are getting ready to bank doing business in Santa Fe
$ CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
The Literary Society had an enjoy
List of letters remaining uncalled carry out their threat of bolting the
ably reach an amount equal to 25 per
county, New Mexico.
I
will
to furnish you with any kind of a nr you may want.
cent of the average daily wage, for able day on their outing at Monument for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. Republican candidate if Taft wins.
Parties desiring so to do may also
was
The
Rock
ideal
into
day
1911.
for
week
yesterday.
the
the
M.,
June
3,
securing
premiums requisite
ending
endavor to five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
May Go Over to Democrats.
submit plans end prices of their own,
took
and
the
Livery
Company
Morgan
from
losses
incident
two
not
It
sic
called for within
to,
weeks
demnity
If the Democratic candidate is in and the Board of Commissioners re:
our patronage.
ness, accident, invalidity, premature good care of the boys to and from they will be sent to tbe dead letter surgent enough to suit , their
.
wild serve the right to reject any and all
"Rock."
the
office at Washington.
death or superannuation would prob
tastes, La Follette would far prefer to bids or to accept any bid made that
The walls of the new lavatory are Adams. Fred.
15 per cent of the
aggregate
ably
lead his followers Into the Democratic in their
3io san francisco st!
Judgment is for the best inBaca, Barbara.
daily wage, while the average per already several feet above ground and
camp than to offer them up as sacri- terest of Santa Fe County, New Mexthe
are
where
the
lads
unto
spot
for
locating
indemnify
centage required
Crespin Dinioso.
fices
to the forlorn hope of a third ico.
Santa Fe, N.M
Phone 139 Red
Claire Hotel.
employment due to lack of work would they will have to wash their faces
party race even though La Follette
I. SPARKS,
Fox, Fred.
probably reach about 10 per cent next year.
would be the presidential candidate
Chairman
of the Board.
Many busy hands are at .work for
W.
This huge and apparently prohibitive
J.
Erb,
of such a third party.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Garcia, Inesyta.
expense should not, however, deter ns the big day ahead it will be the
The failure of Illinois to rise and
Clerk of the Board.
from taking action now. It should, on 22d.
Gutierres, Roman.
proclaim La Follette as its hero under
Gurule. R. A.
the contrary, incite us to immediate
the gentle admonitions, of Professor
Mexico
ar.d vigorous measures. It would dis
There is one medicine that every
Gray, R. M.
Charles E. Merriam end Walter Clyde
PLAYS ANDJLAYEBS
close how vast the waste Incident to
Libradita.
should be provided with, and
Lopes,
family
Jones was one of the things which
Mirbal, Antonio.
present social and industrial conli
especially
during the summer months
opened the La Follettelte eyes to the vi7. Chamberlain's
The seat sale for the performance
tlons is, and when the extent of that
Ortis, Jose.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Colic, Cholera an
of
uselessness
his
aspirations to oe Diarrhoea Remedy.
waste shall have been determined of the Matinee Girl Musical Comedy
Walker, James.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
It is almost certhe
real
Republican presidential can- tain to be needed.
In calling fer these letters slesst
and made clear to our people, a long Company which opens here Monday
Ranked by United States War DeIt costs but a
didate. And the failure of anti-Tastep forward will have been taken on night will begin tomorrow at Fischer's state whether "advertised" er net.
partment as "Distinguished Instituquarter. Can you afford to be without
to
candidates
to
safe
and
C.
there
is
E.
result
to
Postmaster.
store
it
the
appear
and
road
Improvement
say
Burke,
among the regu it? For sale by all dealers.
drug
tion." Army officers detailed by War
will be a big demand for seats owing
ing social economy."
'
Department.
to the high class of this company.
Fatigue a Chemical Fact.
Through Academic course, preparThe company is now in its sixth and
Boston, June 8. Fatigue in men and
ing young men for college or business ;
women is not a philanthropic or sen- most successful season for everywhere
For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
life. Great amount of open air work.
timental fiction, it is a chemical fact, that the organization has appeared its TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Healthiest location of any Military
Mountain
Hearth Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
the
received
highest praise.
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
acording to Miss Josephine Goldmark, work has
School In the Union. Located in the
of the National
of, beautiful
a
of
one-habevy
one
secretary
and
Composed
publication
miles from depot
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
consumers' League1, who addressed maidens and an insuperable cast, with
in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
Tent
bungalows,
of the Wes at an elevation of 3700
the National Conference of Charities a musicality that is built distinctly RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
feet above sea level, sunshine every
and
housekeeping
ready for occupancy.
have
succeeded
on
this
fun
Correction
of
INFLAMMATION
they
the
lines,
and
morning
along
KIDNEYS,
day, but little rain or snow during the
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
in winning the grace of all of the au- BLADDER and all
"Standard Working Hours."
URINARY
annoying
season. .
"In the lives of working people," diences by furnishing an entertainGlorieta, N. M.
IRREGULARITIES.
A
to
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
boon
positive
said Miss Goldmark, "no single factor ment that is unparalleled.
all graduates from standard eastern
counts as much for good or ill as the A prominent feature of the show Is MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
length and regularity of their working the elegant and tasty costuming of the PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
hours. Even such important matters principals and the quaint conceits furs.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock,
In all respects. .
as wages, housing and insurance are nished the chorus.
"For two years I have been
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
The engagement of this company is troubled with severe kidney trouble.
subordinate. No reform, no better
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
ment, is as important as the adjust something out of the ordinary and one The pains across my back and over
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
N3(I11V9 N0QM3HV13 3M
ment of work to human effort All the that should not be missed. ,
my hips were so bad that they almost
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
the
used
worker's whole
meant death to me at times. I
possibilities of life,
'
and W, A. FINLET.
00et Jepun sviepjo uo tunow4 joj
Change of program at the Elks to- several well known kidney remedies
plane of existence, rises and talis with
ogg 40 sinus u)x uy iioiim
For particulars and illustrated cahis scale of time expenditure.
injsjto ueAS .sjepje umoi js WO
night. "The Two Fathers," "A Cow- which gave me no relief until I used
suBisso iweunj AHI3adc V
"For the past half century scientists boy Adventure," "The Resurrection of Foley Kidney Fills, and these I can
talogues address:
OOI JAS. W. WILLSON,
nave been studying the Intricate prob John." ; The "Resurrection of John" tiuthfully recommend as they have
pus stsnbneg eiqx Ps
tMejooa
uiPHM ueeset uf tiiuj tlNVTri
lems of fatigue and learning its laws at the Elks tonight. It's a laugh from made me sound and welL" Sold by
Superintendent
M9M0J
in the seclusion of ' tae laboratory. start to ftals. Don't miss U,
all druggists.
Foster-Milbur-
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It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
and growing circulation
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large
of
Southwest
the
and progressive people
amonfc the
intelligent
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THE NEW CRIMINOLOGY.
The New Mexicon published yesterad- of
the
number
a
and
today
day
dresses at the National Conference of
Charities and Correction which is in
session at Boston. The fact that these

vin.,nnrtfll,v the As- -

.Li.f

Prp5a shows what importance
is attached to this conference which
is discussing many varied
but all relating to the punishment and
elimination of crime, drunkenness, deThere are many voices
linquency.
that maintain that the criminal is a
sick man. For instance, Tom Tynan,
warden of the Colorado penitentiary,
does not believe in punishment for revenge. He is quoted as follows in an
article in "Success Magazine :
"We've got to get away from the old

'eel

ven' idea.

Imprisonment

isnt;

society's revenge upon tne oiienamg
individual, 'but society's effort to correct and reclaim. The penitentiary
that releases unbettered and unstreng- men is not only a millstone
the taxpayer's neck, but a men- ace to the society that it is supposed
protect. Instead of sending broken,
revengeful men back into the world,
in no wise reformed, but simply re- solved to greater cunning, we must
send beck mended, men, eager and
Reclamation
willing to be of use.
not further damnation.
"The penitentiary should be the last
resort, Many a man is doing time
when 'justice would have been better
served had he been paroled from the
bench. The trial judge now has the
power to parole in misdemeanor cases,
nrtPrt ro as to
h
low
take in felonies. What if a man has
m
raflinln fnr a sick wife?
have a fellow who's doing three
years for that very thing. What ifthere is technical guilt without criminal intent? What if it is a first offense attended by unusual or mitigatRight there in
ing circumstances?
the court room is where such men
chance.
should be given another
sentence
What's the danger? The
hangs over them and they live under
the eye of the law. If they fail to make
good, or if it turns out that confidence
has neen taiseiy reposea, iney can ue
and imprisoned without
juriner proceeuiiigs,
"Criminal nature! That's the kind
of talk that makes me sick. I tell you,
there isn't any! Come right down, to
it and this thing they call 'criminal
nature' is only human nature at its

i,ih

n--

endeavor to have every prisoner go
back into the world from the ranch or
road

clear-eye-

brown-face-

-

d

and

Heaven knows these fellows earn, the
money."
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AND LONG LIFE.
A report submitted today by the
Association of Life Insurance Presi- -

thirty per cent of the people in thir"cities investigated, use well
water for domestic purposes in preference to city water. In Santa Fe
the per cent would be found much
higher. The report says that nearly
all the wells investigated were sub
ject to contamination and this cer
tainly is the case in Santa Fe where
up most of the sewthe soil .drinks
.
contaminated with-put let or hindrance .for more-- than
hundred
years. Every rain
leecbes tne son 0f its impurities and
tnesfe impurities thus find their way
jnt0 the subterranean stream or
t
Avoirs from which the domestic
piy is pumped. Yet, Santa Fe has city
water that is absolutely free from con-ttamination, for it comes from springs
at an elevation of 11,000 and more
feet; and along the entire course oithe stream, there is not a single habitation. The report says further:
"Probably there is not a single city
which was visited which had any sys- tematic. method of examining the wa- ter in its wells, and it is doubtful if
there is any such systematic method in operation in any city in the coun- antry. To all inquiries the usual
swer was that the water is examined
in case any complaint is made which
no
practically meant that there was
examination unless those who are in
the habit of drinking the water oo,
toot or to the
J
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,
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Fe at this time attending the yearly
normal institute are nearly all from
the rural districts. In New Mexico,
especially, the work of the rural
teacher is far more difficult than that
of the city pedagogue.
Most of the
school districts are poor, very poor.
Until lately, but few of the districts
had modern school accommodations
or equipment and but few had more
than three months school each year.
Generally, the rural teacher must
teach several grades in one room and
must do it under the most unfavorable
surroundings. But the New Mexican
predicts that very ' soon the rural
schools, of New Mexico will fall into
line with the most progressive ideas
thus far advanced and including & cen
tral school 'Louse for. several 'districts
with grades up to Tiigh' school, free
school transportation to children liv
ing at a distance, and instruction in
farming, manual training, domesti
science and the practical lessons of
life as applied in the home.
When Roosevelt's
Country Life
Commission was alive, says Herbert
L. Quick in the "Success Magazine,."
it laid down and made orthodox this
postulate of rural progress: The wel
fare of rural life demands a new kind
;
of rural school!
And of all places in the world, the
country is the place for the child to
It
fcialte intellectual - advancement.
can't help learning lots more of the
really important things of life than
can the city child. It sees the yearly
miracle of seedtime and harvest. It
sees the breast of Mother Nature
bared to the suckling lips of a hungry
race. It hears the birds' songs, and
sees their immemorial household economy. It has a part in the only business left to us, in which food, shelter
and clothing are produced visibly before the family eye as a part of the
family task. When it ceases creeping,' it toddles out into a kindergarten
as wide as the horizon, as brilliant as
the sun, as fragrant as the rose, and
as free as air. And yet the country
child, over most of this nation, must
go to schools so poor that it is placed
at a disadvantage when compared
with the city child. One of the strong
est influences that draw country peo
ple to the city I think the very
strongest is the desire to place the
children where they "can have better
schooling."
Page county, Iowa, has a new idea
in rural schools. They call it corre-- (
lation," in the Page County schools
the correlation of the school with life.
And that is Just what it is. There is
no great gulf fixed between the school
Ed
hours and those of
ucation dominates all. A nice girl arm
ed with a teacher's certificate makes
a whole Domestic Economy course
with an oil stove costing three dollars, and a few pots and pans. It is
the case of Mark Hopkins on one enu
of a log, and a student on the other
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.'

INVESTMENTS.

INSURANCE
Have Moved Their Offices

to

If crops in eastern New Mexico are
good this fall, as there is ever;.' reason to expect they will be, thee will
result an avalanche of immigration
that will astonish even the most optimistic. Good crops this summer
and fall mean a population of half a
million for New Mexico by next

spring.
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Fraternal
MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
at
Masonic - Hall

7:30

in
Santa

in the shade

Denver on Sunday. Although
Fe is 400 miles farther south its maximum temperature was only 78 degrees; at Las Vegas it was 13 degrees
60
higher,' and 'at Albuquerque,
miles south it was 95 in the shade.
There is no escaping the heat except
at Santa Fe. -

-

$150,000
80.000

:

Transacts a fiairwl baakhic bostaess ( sM its branches.
Leras nmuKf 'mm the meet favorable terms ea all kinds af
personal jtad , cetUterml eecartty. Buys andseU bonds ami
stocks in all markets far kscastewjra. ' Bays sad sells domes-ti- c
end ferelga eachsace aad makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the ctriUzei world on as liberal tenas a
are given by may money traaaraitiag agency public or private.
Interest allowed ea time acparit at the rate ef four per cent
per annual, a ste ateata' er years' time. Liberal advances
made on coasignnMsU ef ftvestock aad products. The
executes ail orders ef its patroas hi tins hanking Mm
to extend to them as liberal treatmeat in' all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles ef sound hinlrinj;
Safety deposit boxes fer ranC The patronage at the pabttc la
respectfully seiktted.

p. m.

JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
V
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
'
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Surplus and Undivided Profit -

-
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-

Capital Stock

Catron Black.
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ure, are three things that strike terH. H. DORMAN, ;
ror into the hearts of the farmer, ir
Master
the
fact, of the entire nation, except
'
E.
LINNETt.
CHAS.
Secretary.
Bulls on the grain market. That there
is a body of men in the United States
Santa Fe Chapter No.
who rejoice and profit by such disas1, R. A. M. Regular
ters is enough of an argument for leg
convocation second
islation to prohibit gambling in wheat ?
Monday of each month
and other grains and to condemn the
at Masonic Hall a
whole business of speculation.
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J. B. REAB, Cashier,
P. McKANE, Assistaat Castor.
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Santa Fe Commanden
No. 1, k.' T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at

Masonic Hall at 7:36
p. m.
School teachers in session by the
CHAS. A. WHEELON, B. C.
hundreds in San Miguel, Grant, So- W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
corro, Chaves, Santa Fe, and other
counties at this time to perfect themSanta Fe ixidge ' of
selves in their avocation, is one of
No. 1, 14th
Perfection
the hopeful signs in New Mexico. In
degree. Ancient and Acthe school houses of the territory the
cepted Scottish Rite of
future of the commonwealth is being
Free Masonry meets on
written.
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
was
Clover"
in
the
"The Pigs
puzzle
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
easy compared with the statehood
Visiting Ecotish Rite Masons are cor
dially Invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 33
"Venerable Master.
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"I was raised in Mississippi," ob-- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
,
e
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served the
Secretary.
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correction.
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e
man,
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WASHINGTON AVENUE

Capital Hotel
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TELEPHONE 88 BLACK
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EUROPEAN PLAN
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East Las Vegas, and a member of the: Kansas City' June 9 ramA pd. well at 8:30 a. ro. und arrives at Ros-constitutional convention," is at the. celpts igoo.., MapUet . Btrong Xatjve well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
Montezuma.
.;
steers $56.35;" southern steers $4
are hetween Santa F and Torrance
The Rev. Father Francis, O. F. M. of 5.60; southern cows and heifers $3
Is- $5.80 and between
Torrance and
Pena Blanca, and the Rev. Edward 4.75. natve cows. an(l neifers $275
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
Paulhan of Pecos, have been calling cie. ctn
or,
by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
on the local clergy.
5n- bulls J3.75ff8B;
calves" jjMffl7
'
D. T. Hoskins, the Las Vegas bank- - western. steers
$4.756.10- - western
If you want anything on earth try
er, is here to attend a meeting today :cows
of the New Mexico penitentiary board; HoKS
tjecelDts 11 nno. Afartof k a New Mexican Want AA.
of which he is a member.
10 10 higher. Bulk of sales
15Eduardo M. Otero is up from Magda-- ; heavy $66.10; packers and $66
butchers
He
Socorro
county.
lena,
reported 66.15; lights $6.106.20.
.
that lambing was very good but that
,
p
or
J'000".,
it is beginning to be very dry.
Hon. Charles H. Kohn, a merchant
now using
are
many people
wetheTS and
on Montoya, Quay county, and mem- 13.6004.60; fed western
Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
ber of the constitutional convention, yarlln.gs
WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'S
x IF SO WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU I
ewes, $z.uu((i'd-o- .
The new toilet germicide powder to be
is at the Montezuma.
i
HIITTCP
as
needed.
dissolved
water
in
Earle Remington, of Los Angeles, is
New York, June 9. Butter barely For all toilet and hygienic uses it is
hprA in spa Architpnt T M T?Arm nn '
i
economical.
and'more
.
better
business. Mr. Rapp is expected home 8teady' Process specials 19l-2To cleanse and whiten the
COTTON.
tomorrow or Monday from Roswell.
teeth, remove tartar and
New York, June 9. Cotton, spot
Dixie B. Howell, assessor of Estan
prevent decay.
five
points higher. Middlings To disinfect the mouth, decia. Torrance county, nassed through1 quiet,
here yesterday on his way home from uplands. 15.90; middling gulf, 16.15;
stroy disease germs, and
K These goods are used in all the Harvey Hotels, the Frisco
a successful fishing trip to the upper sales, 200 bales.
purify the breath.
System, and most of the large hotels in the country. If it
K
To keep artificial teeth and
Pecos.
PAYS THEM to use this line it certainly will PAY YOU
work clean, odorless
bridge
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Dewey, Mrs. J. TIME TABLE ALL
To remove nicotine from the teeth and
F. Miller, C, E. Weber, Mr. and Mrs.
the breath after smoking.
WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS EVERY TEN DAYS
F. B. Hornby and William Springer, all
LOCAL TRAINS Topurify
eradicate perspiration and body K
odors by sponge bathing.
of the Valley Ranch, are at the Monbest antiseptic vfrash known.
tezuma.'1
The following are the time tables The
Ttalieven and strenfrthenfl tired, wealr.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New of the local railroads:
inflaniedeyes. Heals sore throat, wounds !
Mexico Mounted Police was in Estan- Leave
and cuts. 25 and 50 cts. a box, druggists
cia yesterday. With him was Inspec- j 8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west- - or
by mail postpaid. Sample Free
tor E. E. Van Horn of the Cattle Sani- bound, No. 10 eastbound.
THE PAXTON TOILET CO., Boston, Mm
Board.
tary
j
Returning arrive sJt Santa Fe 12:10
Postmaster E.
Burke returned p. m.
this noon from Raton, Colfax county,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westwhere he spent yesterday taking in bound.
The Pathway to the
structions as to the management of
returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
the postal savings bank to be estabp. m.
lished here.
. '
tmf'
?:zu p. m. conect with No. 7 and
B. B. Dunne ana John K. Stauffer
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
of the New Mexican staff, Photograph
Is most frequently
arriv at Sana Fe li:U
er A. B. Craycraft and Chauffeur Lew P. Returning
m,
.
trodden
by
is made an auto trip to the wreck of
D. 4 R. G. Ry.
the Santa Fe flyer at Domingo this
scientific
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
afternoon in the Moon car.
of mediknowledge
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
Rev. B. Z. McCullough and bride
cinal chemicals is
New
Mexico
Central
Ry.
will arrive on Saturday from Billings,
Leave 5:45 p. ra., coniects with No.
slight. - The Drug-gis- ts
of the 2
Montana, and
1 south and west
east
and
themselves are
Presbyterian Manse.. Mr. McCullough
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
1
will hold his first service as pastor of
largely dependent
from No. 3 east.
the church on Sunday forenoon.
upon the manufacMiss Sweet, public school teacher
turer for the quality
who has accepted a position for next,1 1 MPPPV 1UciVoI
Miirfifc 1
of chemicals disIT1CI I V iHUMtdl HIOIS J
J
year in the Raton public schools,
at
is
.
v
i
.1..!
i
j
hi
pensed. For
jficscut auLiug liurariau. at me puDiic;
library during the absence of Miss
we use
Simmons for a month at Denver.
Squibbs Chemicals
Hon. Eugenio Romero, treasurer of
OH
San Miguel county, member of the
only, to Safeguard
STARTING
constitutional convention- and owner
our Customers as
If Ypu Need a Weeding Present
of a big saw mill in the Manzanos,
well as Ourselves.
was in the city yesterday. He went
,
(
from here to Estancia, accompanied
New, live patterns of Sterling Silver
Shelsea
Chippendale
and
by Edward TJlibarrl.
Apollo patterns.
vve Solicit Your Inspection.
.
Right Rev. J. W. Attwood, Episco
j
e.--- :.
w
rrwr-pal bishop of Arizona, whose diocesan
ww
s
"Always Reliable"
Reliable Jeweler
residence is at Phoenix,
1
passed
Strwt
.
AND
DRUGGISTS
through this city on his way east Al
buquerque Journal. .
THE MATINEE GIRL
Solomon Luna, president of the Bank
Phone ltl-- Nif
ht Phone led 58
of Commerce, arrived in Albuquerque
Company
from his sheep camps in the Magda-len- a
country where he has spent the
last several weeks superlntendending
The Dresden Doll Chorus
Mr. Luna is op
lambing operations.
timistic concerning the prospects for a i
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
of 1911 CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
record breaking year for the wool All
Song
growing industry in New Mexico.
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
MEXICAN HATS
Albuquerque Journal. ..
SIGN WRITING
New and Fnll Assortment of Unique San Joan Potter;
The woman of today who has good
First Class Work Guaranteed
Artistic
Latest in Hand Colorhealth, good temper, good sense.
Phenomenal Baritone
bright eyes and a lovely complexion,
Framing.
ing Post Cards.
the result of correct living and good The
Biggest and Best of the Season.
LACASSAGNE
PAUL
digestion, wins the admiration of the
REDUCED PRICES
If
world.
your digestion Is faulty
309 San Francisco
Chamberlain's Stomach . and Liver
Street
Sao Francisco Street,
.
Tablets will correct it. For sale by Seats en Sale at Fischer's Drug Store
all dealers.
Saturday Morning.

steady

isack

INSURANCE

-

PAUfc FIVE

MONfeY

V. V. Clark of Seattle, is here on
legal business.
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquerque, is in the city on legal business.
Hon. Samuel Eldodt, former territorial treasurer, is here from Chamita.
W. J. Lucas, an attorney of Las Vegas, is in the city. He is at the Palace.
Theodore Chacon, a business man of
the Meadow City, is at the Montezuma.
A. Mennett, Sr., the well
known
salesman of Las Vegas, is at the Palace. ,
from
Attorney Ralph Easley
Estancia where he went onlegai business.
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you may want
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The Ideal Brass

Bed-

-,

-

stead
Colonial in Style,,.?,
Substantially Built
and Beautiful to look
at Call to see it at
Our Store. We also ,
have the "tusculum" ,
porch shades and
bamboo curtains
the very thing to si
keep one cool these
warm days. A fine
assortment of
for the babies
has also arrived.

:';v;

N.

i
;

US

j

auto-mobil- e

won

go-car- ts

I

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
--

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

i
j

-
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.

feay
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Instead of Liquid

Are You a Coffee Critic?

Antiseptics Peroxide

Teas and Coffees

,

DIRECTORS

!

For Rent or Sale
Modern five room brick cottage. Well located,
good yard, some fruit trees. Inquire before too

late

r

,

KAUNE

H. S.

i

Phone Black

C

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

p

Here's the shoe you have been readme so much about
the magazines the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
bhoe now in town and ready for your inspection,
In

Bm'-S- iM
f

tozfyt-iMUU-

It.
limit

Colors
Olive, Tan
and Black

10-- 3M

The BOY SCOUT" Shoe
The soles are made from Elk Sole
Leather the toughest and' best sole
leather there is. Our secret process
of tannage makes them wear from two
to threa times as long as coujmon soles.
And they're the best shoe yon could;
get for your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and feel -fine the minute you put them oh. The"
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather "
and are; as soft as gloves.
There
are no linings to rip apart. - tear
-- .

your stockings and hurt your feet,
i ".Boy Scouts" are tbe coolest and
'Most healthful shoes you could buy.
The Soles are put on so good you
can't pull them loose no matter how
.
,
rough you are.
Just tell your folks about them, boys.
They'll, want you to have a pair.
Maybe your pa will want a pair, too.
Ask him to bring you in and look at
them himself. He'll be just as delighted as you are.
.

Good Luck Chsurm FREE

odgLutksaham

Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
like tbe picture in the. corner of this ad, only it is bright
and shiny like a gold piece-anstays bright, too. Makes
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away; If
yon don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.
d.it

John Pflueger,

No

Sweat Shop Goods

For Saturday, June 0

reason,

that

-

seen them is crazy for a pair.

f

PATTERNS

YOUJUNE

"Boy Scoots"' are the "classiest' shoes ever
made for rough and tumble wear. f bey outwear

$n
Z $0

A large line of Snappy up to date

those

whose

ELKS' THEATRE

.two or tnree pairs of ordinary snoes. JMt ine
'
ticket for baseball, running, jumping
any outdoor sport, every Doy woo nas
.00

TROUSERS

Drug Store;

'

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

Wonders for Lively Boys

litt!Bo,-SteUtnfc-ls2-

x
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.

oys! Here's the Shoe that
Captured te Country!

& CO.

The shoe Man

Monday June

COME TO SEE US:

12

Butt Bros.

Russell & Gross

s

Co.

,

fl.

'

C.

rvm.

Y UfN

w
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c.

,

The Bis: 5onjc 5how
The
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Hits

Billie Byrne

9

P.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

25c 50c 75c

xxxxxsxxxxxxxxxx
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'COM INUOUS SERVICE DAY AND NIGHT

i

SOLE AGENTS

i

WIRE

ElectricJrpns That Stay Hot
EtttJtric Toasters
Water Heaters and Percolaters

i

UP

THOSE

DARK

SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

Santa Fe Water and Light Company
mnrm
,

'UA

'''

v.-V- j

pi
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St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

TIP

&

FAN

FROM

Instances Are Many

lilti

IS VALUABt.
In Which

Heeds Suggestions From Bleach-erltEwing Took One.

Star
e

General Orders

Company.

Railway

Almost every ball player, In either
the major or the minor leagues, is
able to tell of some occasion when his
immediate action was influenced by
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
some suggestion from the fans before
(Read Up)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
whom he was playing" at the time.
(Read Down)
12
8TATIOX8
1
Ordinarily the players have a sort of
19 .Miles
contempt for the people in the stands,
..........
4 00
but once in a long while the latter
Lv..De Moines. N.M
0
. iV'
60
3
KumaWio
4
7 40
.
come across for a great measure of
Dedmau
11
05
JoJ
16
(,'apulln
.
a 20
appreciation.
One of the most illuminating illus
2 45
8 50
25
Thompson
........
2 25
31
trations of the susceptibility of the
9W
Cunningham...
165
N.M...
House
42
...Ollfton
9 35
1 30
player to the people sitting behind
RHton. X. M. ..T.v
49
Ar
.... .. .... ... 10 00
him was afforded one day when, in a
Ar 10 15)
o
Raton, N.M
.Lv
, o,
9 49
Ollfton Hoase N'Jl
7
close
game, "Buck" Ewing, the great
' .. 2 47 ........
9 32
4S
gPreston
3 07
est catcher of all history, was try
8 55
66
Koehler Junction
3 45
9 05 ...
ing to hold a runner on second. There
7.
2
Koehler
.
35
:' --3
was also a runner on first and a hard
8 20
777
Oollax
68
8 02
Cerrososo
i i? '" ... 76
hitter Jake Stenzel by name was at
46
7
Lv
Cimarron
82
Ar
5 00
bat.
6 35
Ar am
Cimarron
Lv
SiS ::::::::
After Ewing had thrown the ball
6 17
Harlan
.
down to second three or four times a
6 00
Ute Park,Jf.M...Lv
12 ........ 94 Ar
fan up is the stands yelled to him.
'Why don't you get that man at first
ilOonnects at aolfai with E. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train both NortlOand Soutb.M
he's half way down to second all
B3tage tor Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.
the timer
. m, dally excep;
9:00
at
N.
M, M for KUzabethtown,
M.,
Park.
Ute
leaves
Stage
Ewing took the tip. Making a bluff
free.
nadays, Fare fc.ou one way S3.50 round trip tlfty pound baggage carrted
for the south at ll;ll p. ra. arrives fromlthe to heave the ball to second, he sudO. A S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N,
denly turned and hurled it to first.
th at 4:38 a. in.
getting the runner there by three or
four yards.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDMAN,
"A tip from the fans is worth two
Q. P. Agent,
V. P. 4 G. M.,
Superintendent
from the coachers," said Ewing, as
the umpire declared the man on first
out, and the game was over.
'Chief Zlmmer, one of the greatest
backstops of his day, or, indeed, of
any other day, tells of a time when
FOR
he was catching a game for the old
St. Louis club in New Tork.
The
YOUR
score in the ninth inning was 2 to 1
in favor of St. Louis, but in the last
half of the last Inning the Giants got
a man around to third base, with only
NEW
too, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via
one man out.
The batter lifted a foul fly way over
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
beyond the left fielder's reach. Zlm
mer set sail for it and easily could
have made the catch. As he was put
ting out his bands for the ball a man
EAST
THE
In the
seats yelled:
Let it go, Zim; if you catch It the
man on third will score."
OR
Zimmer, in telling the story, said:
BEST
"I let the ball go and it was only
reckoned as a foul. On the next pitch
the batter had struck out, and the
next man filed out.
ROUTE
"So there was one occasion when
the advice of the fans was better
than was the judgment of our coach
or the advice of our captain."
John Clarkson, after his transfer
address
full
information
For rates and
from Chicago to Boston, used to tell
of a time when a Hub fan came to his
EUGENE FOX, o-J- Pasop-Texas.
relief in an emergency. Clarkson was
pitching against his old teammates.
J
9
The score was 2 to 1 In Boston's
favor, but every base was occupied
with a White Stocking and the count
on "Pop" Anson at bat, was just
"three and two."
"Aim one at his head, John," shouted a Chicago man in the grand stand.
"He's mad enough now to hit at any
VIA
thing."
Without a second's
hesitation.
Clarkson aimed the ball at the left
temple of the White Stockings' leader,
and let It go. Swinging madly at the
ball, Anson missed it by a foot, and
(Scenic Line of the World)
the game was over.

No.
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TICKETS
SHIP

FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

f-

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE

FRED CLARKE

TO

$ 60.35

Detroit
Pueblo
St. Louis
St. Paul

Atlantic City $ 85.35
$ 50.35
Colo. Springs $ 18.15
$ 21.10
Denver

Chicago

$ 16.35

$ 44.35
$ 50.35

MAKES

RECORD

by
Handicapped
Although
Injured
Leg Manager of Pittsburg Pirates Gets Ten Putouts.

While a larger number of putouts
have been reported made during a
single game in minor leagues, It re
mained for Fred Clarke, one of the
old men" of the Pittsburg club, to
establish a record for major league
ball.

Fred's ten putouts during the Card!
game the other day estab
lished a mark that has never been
equaled in the "big show," and the
probabilities are that it will stand
for some time to come.
Only twice, so far as known, has
Manager Clarke's performance been
equaled in any kind of a league. On
September 10,, 1896, Dick Harley,
playing center field for the Spring.
nal-Pira-

CorrespondinlylLow Rates to AH Other Points
On Sale Daily
June 1 to September 30, Limit October 31
Tickets and Reservations at

i

j

.

New Mexican Building or Union Depot
WILLIAM McKEAN

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Attorney-at-La- w

Mining

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

t,,,...,,.f

PROBERT

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

Practice in

tie Distri t

the territory.
Las Cruces,
C. W.

&.

Law.
New Mexico.

Court as
Court of

'

officers.

G.

WARD
y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,

field (Mass.) .club, came through with
On August 17, 1897,
eleven putouts.
Shorty Slagle, playing with Grand
Rapids, chalked up an even dozen
putouts.
When President Dreyfus was in
formed of Clarke's work, also that he

COMPANY

Latds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors

We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
New Mexico.
Taos,
DR. C. M. RILEY,

in

Chas. R. Easley. Veterinary Physician and Surgeon,
Chas. F. Easley.
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
EASLEY & EASLEY.
College of Chicago.
Law.
at
Attorneys
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Practice in tha courts and before

KARL FLEISCHER

E. C. ABBOTT

Practice in the District
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
and

Su-

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court'
rives sneoial attention to cases
before tbe Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe, N. M

ui

134 Calle de

Charley Dooin, who is
baseball's sweetest singer, Is thinking
of organizing a Phlflie quartette of
timself, Earl Moore, Dode Paskert and
Jack Rowan and going on the road at
the end of the baseball season. Dooin
Relieves that such a stunt would prove
a big attraction.
Manager

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Mexico,

June S, 1911.

During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples,
boils, rashes or eruptions, while others suffer more severely with
Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skin disease.
All skin affections come from humors and acids in the circulation.
The blood, as it circulates through the system, deposits these humors
and acids in the sensitive membranous flesh which lies just beneath
the outer skin. This acrid matter causes inflammation and a discharge
which breaks through the delicate cuticle, and skin diseases are the
result. To cure any skin trouble the blood must be freed from all

This
acids and humors, and for this purpose nothing equals S.S.S.
great blood purifier completely removes every particle of the impurity,
enriches the blood, and in this way permanently cures skin diseases.
S.S.S. cures because it purifies the blood and thus does away
with the cause. Book on skin diseases and any medical advice you
may desire sent free. S.S.S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC

s

Com-pllatio-

CA.

Benjamin Martinez, a graduate of
County Superintendent.
the Denver university, addressed the
J. F. HOFER, Conductor.
teachers of the institute yesterday.
Galllup, N. M., June 9.
The Model Class, as conducted by John V. Conway, County School SuperMrs. Brumback, grows in popularily
intendent:
each day, and the teachers look anx
Please accept thanks for greetings
ious ly for the hour set when the class from Santa Fe
county institute. We
one
demonstrates before them. This
Appreciate the courtesy and as body
feature in the present institute is in- return compliments.
deed most valuable and instructive, es
R. W. TWINING,
pecially to the inexperienced teachers.
Superintendent.
Mrs. Guy Turley, former teacher in
the Santa Fe High School, accomEVERY MONTH NEAR DEATH
panied by her aunt Mrs. Bradford, vis
Foster, Ark., Mrs. Fannie Ellis, of
ited the institute yesterday morning.
Foster, says: "I was sick for seven
They expressed themselves highly years, and half the time could not
pleased at the excellent work being stand on my feet. Every month, I
done by the students.
was very near death. I tried Cardul,
The recent sweet girl graduates, of and in two
months, I was cured, and
the Santa Fe high school, are repre- am now stout and
My
healthy.
Joseat
Miss
institute
the
sented
by
friends all asw me now what cured
Miss
Felicitas me. My looks as a testimonial o
phine Cunningham,
Kaune, and Miss Maude Palmer. This Cardui."
No matter how serious or
trio of pretty, will' be, school marms,
the trouble, Cardul will
are right up and doing all the time,
you. It is a mild, vegetable,
help
and never allow the experienced teach- tonic
I
especially adapted to
ers to gain a point on them. They de relieveremedy,
and cure the common woman
tHelr
will
cer
attain
clare that they
It relieves womanly
ly ailments.
tificates, and secure good grades. The pains and restores womanly
strength.
girls have taken up the work of the Try Cardul.
institute after the fashion of old and
experienced heads, and are also very
popular with the students.
Prominent among the attendants at IHHTTtttfWTTTTTTTTTfT
the institute, is that well known vet
eran of the school room, Clemente P.
Ortiz, who has up to last year, spent
55 years in educational work. Mr. Ortiz is 81 years old, but notwithstanding
this, he still loves to mingle with his
fellow school workers, and though not
an applicant for a position, he is tak
22,
5, 6, & 10
ing up the work of the institute with
the same vim and force as he did in
former years.
C1E 1A San Diego or
Miss Nellie Harrison, one of the re
Los Angeles
cent graduates of the Santa Fe high p)U.4U
school, was an interested visitor at
(ME 1A San Francisco
the institute yesterday afternoon.
or Oakland
Manuel Montoya, who has had
charge of the school in school district
No. 4, for the past three years, has Going and returning via direct lines,
enrolled at the institute. Mr. Montoya tf EE AA Portland and return
is a very progressive young man, and
via direct lines,
pdJ.VU
a hard and conscientious worker in the
school room, and will doubtless have
EA Going one way via
the same school for the coming term. pUv.dU
San Francisco
Mr. Montoya is also the secretary of
the' Santa Fe County Teachers'
Return limit Sept. 15th, 1911
g

California

Excursions,

June

to

0iJ

Cll

I

Miss Loisa Alarid, who for the past
six years has been teaching school in
Santa Fe county, is a member of the
institute this year. Miss Alarid taught
in the Santa Cruz school district, and
gave entire satisfaction.
Superintendent John V. Conway has
promised the institute a treat in the
form of a lecture, delivered by an able
educator, whose name will be announced later.
Miss Lucy Ortiz, who has taught
successfully in the Valencia County
public schools for the past four years,
is a member of the institute. Miss
Ortiz is a most attentive student and
never misses an opportunity to receive
the full benefit of the instruction. Miss
Ortiz is very popular in the school
which she has taught, and the directors and patrons have expressed a
desire that she return for the coming
J

Illustrated Literature by
Applying to
H. S.

Lutz, Agent,

Santa Fe,

1P

term.
Professor Bowlds and Miss McGib- bon, teachers of the high school were
interested visitors at the institute.
Miss Wright had a very successful
term of school, and in all probability
will have charge of the same school
next term. She is considered a first
class teacher.
The following telegrams were re
ceived at the institute:
Mora. N. M..

John V. Conway, county school super
intendent:
Mora county teachers in institute as
sembled,
gratefully
acknowledge

ctf THE

N. M.
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Rates
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911

From

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Chicago

$50.35

St Louis,
St Paul,

$44.35
$50.35

Buffalo, $64.95
New York, $7U5
$75.95
Boston,
COLORADO
Denver
$21.10
.o w
fnl nrn A r flnif
tiara
10.10
M..iu6o
Pueblo
16.35
Low rates to many other principal
points In the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
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Herewith are some bargains offered
New Mexican Printing com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Mexico.
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Even.
The artillery camp near Roswell will be known as CAMP
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
"That wasn't real terranln they
Pleadings. $6; the two for $10. served us in that
Jaffa, in honor of the Honorable Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of
restaurant," said the
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws epicure.
the Terrritory of New Mexico.
.
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
"That's all right," replied the host
By command of the Governor.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; "The dollar I gave the waiter was
S. BROOKES,
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
Official:
Adjutant Oeneral.
Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.25;
A. S. BROOKES,
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Adjutant General.
He's Surely Ons,
Mxico Supreme Court Reports, Nos
"Pop!"
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
"Yes, my boy."
pilatlon Corporation Laws, 75 e.
Three Have Accepted Of the four high school to succeed Principal
"What Is an ultimate consumer?"
Mining Laws, 10 c Money's
new
teachers elected by the Santa Fe Bowlds has declined unless given $95
son.
are,
you
You're
my
"Why,
al
Digest of New Mexico Reports. fuU
board
of education, three have accept- a month. Another teacher will prob
one
last
to
tbe
leave
the table."
jays
sheep, $640; full list school blanks.
Yonkers Statesman.
ed, but the teacher elected for the ably he selected.
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ATLANTA,

BLAS SANCHEZ, County SuperinE
BLAS SANCHEZ,

'

On Wednesday, July 26, His Excellency, The Governor, will
inspect the First Infantry and the camp. The inspection will
lie preceded by a review. An escort of honor, consisting of
the entire regiment, will meet the Governor at a point of
about one half mile south of camp at 3:00 o'clock P. M. and
escort him to camp. A field inspection of the regiment will
be made by an officer of the U. S. Army detailed for that purpose at 10:00 o'clack A. M. July 26.
The Infantry camp near Las Vegas will be known as CAMP
Mills, in honor of His Excellency, William J. Mills, Governor and Caminander in Chief of the National Guard of New

CO

greetings from Santa Fe county teachers and return same with thanks.

COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.

GOVERNOR'S DAY.

"Phlllie" Quartette.

Artis
Vargas

Santa Fe,

i

camp.

Fred Clarke.

Dentistry a Specialty
Land Department.
one of his legs prior to
Office: East side of plaza, corner had injured
Land grants and titles examined.
he said:
the
game,
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-- of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
"I wonder what Fred would have
Phone Red 138.
cia, N. M.
done had he injured both legs!"
Attorney-at-La-

General.
the Adjutant
New

MEDICAL INSPECTION.
All enlisted men will be inspected within 24 hours prior to
their departure from their home stations for the camp. This
with a view to detection and elimination from the camp of cases
of contagious diseases, including typhoid fever. This inspection should result not only in the exclusion from the command
of men in the incipient stages of contagious diseases but also
of men physically unfit to accompany the troops and participate in the field exercises.
The following medical officers are assigned fo the duty of
making this inspection:
Colon-j- l Robert Smart at Albuquerque.
Major S. A. Milliken at Silver City.
Captain C. F. Beeson at Roswell.
Captain J. A. Massie at Santa Fe.
Captain H. M. Smith at Las Vegas.
Captain'F. F. Doepp at Carlsbad.
Captain M. P. Skeen at Artesia.
Medical officers will furnish Company Commanders with a
certificate showing result of this inspection. These certificates
will le delivered to the Commanding Officer upon arrival at

New Mexico. Merchandise,

Territorial District Attorn

Office of

1

The companies of the First Infantry will be equipped in
heavy marching order, including intrenching tools. Each
enlisted man will be supplied with two (2) suits khaki, one (1)
suit olive drab, wool, russet leather marching shoes, and the
necesary underclothing, in addition to other equipment prescribed in G. O. No. 2, C. S., Adjutant General's Office. Enlisted men are required to furnish their own underclothing and
shoes. Russet leather shoes may be purchased for cash from
Joseph M. Herman & Co., 159 Lincoln Street, Boston, at price
given in G. O. No. 17, Adjutant General's Office, 1910.
Uniform en route and in camp, except when otherwise ordered, khaki.
Company Commanders will see that all enlisted men have
their uniforms cleaned and pressed before going to camp.
SUBSISTENCE.
All company officers of the First Infantry will mess with
their organizations. There will be an officers' mess for field
and staff officers in charge of Major Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld.
Immediately after arrival at camp each Company Commander
will submit to the Adjutant a ration return for his company for four (4) days. Each Company Commander will
notify Capt. II. P. Bardshar, Regimental Commisary, in
writing, before 8:00 o'clock A. M. of the amount of fresh beef
and fresh bread required by his company for the following
day. Subsistence of enlisted men is limited by law to 25c per
ration. A cooks' school will be held at 2:00 o'clock P. M.
daily, except Sundays. All company cooks will be required
to attend this school.
QU ARTERM A STER DEPARTMEMT.
Capt. F. V. Thompson, Regimental Quartermaster, will
report at Las Vegas on July Hi. Immediatly after the arrival
of a company in camp the Quartermaster will assign its camp
ground and issue the necessary camp equipage. The Quartermaster wiil send a baggage wagon to the station to meet
each company. Before marching to camp, each Company
Commander will make a detail of four (4) enlisted men to
handle the company baggage. One hundred and fifty pounds
of baggage may be checked on each ticket. Field desks will
be taken in coaches for use en route. Officers' trunks and
enlisted men's telescope cases will be checked as baggage.
Company Commanders are not authorized to make any ship:
ment of freight or excess baggage. Tickets to Las Vegas
and return will be obtained at home station in exchange for
transportation requests furnished by the Adjutant General.
The receipt on transportation requests will be carefully filled
out and signed, care being taken that the number of officers,
and men stated in receipt corresponds exactly with number
who attend encampment. The receipt part of transportation
,
requests will not be detached.
WAR DEPARTMENT DECISION.
1. "In sending troops to annual camps of instruction, the
minimum strength of each organization should be not less
than 4 full squads (32 men. i. e. 28 privates and 4 corporals)
and the appropriate number of sergeants (six) . No company
will be considered as warranting the expenditure of the Federal
funds for transportations, subsistence, and pay that has a ,
strength less than that indicated above."
Upon receipt of this order, Company Commanders will report to the Adjutant General the number of officers and enlisted men of their companies who will attend the encampment. All field, staff and
staff officers will
Comreport whether or not they will attend the encapment.
will
of
return
furnish
the
their
Commanders
pany
companies
required by Par. 818 A. R. The Regimental Commander will
furnish a return of the field, staff and
staff

Investment

Attorneys-at-La-
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and Land

Taos,
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UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT.
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The biennial encampment of the National Guard of this
Territory, under Section 14 of the Militia Law, will be held
during the month of July, 1911, as follows:
First Infantry, at Territorial Target Range near Las Vegas, July 18 to July 30, inclusive.
Light Battery "A", at target range in Capitan Mountains,
July 6 to July 15, inclusive.
All companies of the First Infantry will travel by rail and
will leave their home stations for Las Vegas July 18. Upon
arrival at Las Vegas, the companies will be formed and
marched to the target range and reported to the Commanding
Officer. Company Commanders will be, instructed later by
The Adjutant General as to exact hour of leaving home stations, method of subsisting troops en route etc. Light
Battery "A" will leave Roswell on morning of July 6 and
will march to the camp in the Capitan Mountains. Capt. M.
S. Murray, Commanding Light Battery "A", is charged with
the duty of making the necessary arrengements for the encampment of the battery.

f
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Liberal stop-ove- r
privileges.
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
For further particulars see any
Santa Fe agent,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
Carrying the U. 8. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. II, and
Roswell, N. M, connecting wits the
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Isa
land Railroads and the Atchison,
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12: SO a. sw arrive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
To-pek-

allowance 100 lbs. to
regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of 15.00 per hundred lbs.
'
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
Baggage

J W. STOCKARD.

MANAGES

FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1911.
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Mary
and John
By Philip Kean
(Copyright,

1911,

by Associated Literary

Press)
Norman Druce stepped into the first
taxi he spied as he mad bis exit from
the theater. The musicul comedy had
been good and Druce stretched out his
long legs contentedly as the cab
wheeled him homeward. He looked
down at his well shod feet which
caught the remnants of light from
brilliant Broadway. Something more
brilliant than his shoes sparkled in
the lights that sifted through the cab
window, Druce stooped i pick it up.
It was a wedding ring.
"By Jove!" muttered Druce to himself. "Some fair damsel is in tears
by this time lost her wedding ring!
She has a good big hand
Humph!
who ever she is why, this flu my little finger,"
Druce leaned forward into the light
and examined the ring. It was a very
broad band of gold.
"There is a lot of writing inside, but
this beastly light I can't make out a
letter." After several turnings and
twistings of the ring Druce gave up
the attempt to decipher the inscrip-

Airuce naa not the heart to make
further Inquiry but promptly hailed a
taxi and gave the name of the theater.
He again thought of Daphne Venne
and the beauty of her eyes and the
exqulsiteness of her dancing, her
singing and the charm of her smile,
yet now it was as the wife of another
that he thought of her.
"Strange that she wore my flowers,"
thought Druce as he made his way to
the stage box.
Toward the end of the performance-Drucsent a note to the star. In it he
mentioned the fact that he was in possession of a wedding ring he had
found. Druce knew that It the ring
was hers no other information was
necessary.
He received an answer Immediately. Miss Venne would be pleased to
see him after the perfromance.
An
usher would take him to her dressing

WILL

DETROIT

THINKS

into it
"Wouldn't you like to meet my
brother? He can thank you himself
for having restored his wedding
ring "
"Your brother!"
Druce turned
quickly and caught the dawn of a
smile in Daphne's eyes.
"Yes he often brings me to the
theater so I won't get lost" She
smiled whimsically. "It was no doubt
then that he dropped his ring. My
sister-in-la-

Chorus Girls Brushed Laughingly Past
Him.

magic into his heart With no reason
whatever for the feeling, Druce had
been conscious of a personal pride at
the tremendous applause of her audience.

It was not until he reached In his
waistcoat pocket for change with
which to pay the chauffeur that Druce
remembered the wedding ring that he
had found. He was about to give it to
the man when he decided that it
would be much better in his own care.
In the light of his apartment, Druce
examined the inscription within the
'
ring. He made It out easily.
"'Mary and John, 1909, Church
Around the Corner.' Well, of all the
Idiotic things to put In a ring!" expostulated Druce. "John and Mary!
Great Scott! Out' of the thousands and
millions of Johns and Marys two of
them have elected to get married and
I will have to look over the register
and find this particular two."
Norman Druce was secretly pleased
at the prospect of the little adventure
and hoped to have the joy of present
ing the young matron with, her wedding ring.
At three o'clock the next day Druce
arrived at the church. Luckily, the
curate was entering the church when
Norman Druce sought admittance and
permission to examine the records of
marriage.
He was soon scanning a list of mar
d
riages contracted in
nine. Each name In that seem
ingly endless list had to be studied
with a hope of finding not too many
united ones bearing the names of
Mary and John. There were many
Johns and an equal number of Marys
but they were either married to a
Peter, a Martha, an Ephemia or a
Jacob. Finally his eye found a John
and a Mary. Mary Daphne to John
'Venne. For a second the name of
Venne did not strike his consciousness. He looked for the address of
'the girl, Mary Daphne. It was not far
from the church. He would go and
make Inquiry regarding the girl's present address.
Druce was given an address which
was not far from bis own apartments.
When he bad finished dinner Druce
went in search of the couple who had
lost the ring. Upon Inquiry, the hall
boy told him that Mr. and Mrs. Venne
were at the theater every night
For the first time the significance
of the name appealed to Druce. Daphne Venne! That was the name of the
girl In the play the girl who had
totan bis heart And she waa married; her fall name must be Mary
Daphne Venn.
.

Mary Daphne Venne,

be-

lieves In the foreign custom of a man
wearing a ring, also."
"But your name Daphne Venne?"
A gladness had come Into Druce's
heart.
Daphne laughed mischievously. "My
own first name is Prlscilla and It
hardly suits the profession, so I took
Mrs. Venne's name of "
"Daphne," finished Druce with a peculiar tenderness In his voice. "You
will let me take you home tonight,
won't you? I want to meet the brother who so thoughtfully lost his ring."
Daphne looked for a moment into
his eyes.
"Yes," she said, "and we will have a
nice little supper all four of us.'
"But tomorrow night only you and
I," said Druce, as they stepped into a
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NATHAN JAFFA,
me
fore
A.
Levi
personally appeared
Wherefore, if you start advertising
Secretary.
Hughes, W. J. Bailey, B. P. Waggener,
Let
conat
be
your
it
appeal
keep
W. P. Waggener and Frank E. Harwi,
Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
even
though only
tinuous, Insistent,
of New Mexico )
a still, small voice is raised less than to me well known to be the same per- Territory
) .
sons
described
in
who
and
executed
case
an
inch in the
of this adverhalf
of Rio Arriba. )
County
the
acknowledand
foregoing
articles,
tiser. And above all things be sure
of
Filed for record this 15 th
your proposition is right that you ged to me that they executed the March, A. D. 1911, at 9 o'clock day
A. M.
same
as
their free act and deed.
"have the goods to deliver."
nor orime.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have Recorder March 16, A. D. 1911, In
She masqueraded In men' attire
set my hand and notarial Vol. 3, PageB
hereunto
But the police dropped to her little plan. seal the
ELICIO LUCERO,
day and year in this certifiAnd she waa fined by a heartless judge
Probate Clerk and Recorder.
man. cate written.
On the charge of being a
By TOMAS LUCERO, Deputy.
(Signed) NETTIE RAY CLUTE,
Public. (SEAL)
Notary
Almost Providential.
SEAL)
"I understand your house was en- (NOTARIAL
F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Life
My commission expires Feb, 11th,
tered by burglars last night Mrs. 1913.
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
did
the
"What
reporter.
Jipes," said
a severe attack of a cold which setENDORSED:
they carry away?"
in my hack and kidneys and I
tled
6715.
No.
"O, they got a gold spoon or two, I
was in great pain from my trouble;
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 97.
believe, and a lot of silver plate," anArticles of Incorporation of TRU- A friend recommended Foley Kidney
swered the smiling matron; "but
thank goodness, they overlooked two CHAS LAND AND LUMBER COM- Pills and I used two bottles ot them
and they have done me e world ot
books of trading stamps that I've been PANY.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New good.". For sale by all druggists.
nearly three years in filling!"
r,
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post-offic-
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Manager Jim McAleer of Washington.

Manager Jim McAleer, of the Senators, is sweet on Detroit this season,
to perform like the Cubs come back
and win their fourth flag.
He figured it thusly in a recent conversation: "When Detroit won the
three pennants she did it with a bum
infield, one pitcher and a decrepit first
baseman. One year the pitcher was
Mullin, another Donovan, while Ross-mas
and Tom Jones, never
first basemen, were on that bag.
n

first-clas-

"Look at it this year. Jim
is a good, splendid second base
man. Bush is a good shortstop as
lives. Morlarlty is as keen, clever and
able a third baseman as the American
league has and the new man on first
hasn't got to be a wonder to be better than Rossman or Jones.
The
pitchers all look good and the team
Dela-hant-

is hitting hard. Under those favorable conditions why shouldn't Detroit
repeat?"

been there with the flow of talk every
time out.. Having seen Mathewson
and some of the other baseball actors,
Famous Tiger Player Has Received Ty doesn't think that there is much
for him to beat in making good.
Many Tempting Offers to Go on
8tage Next Winter.
George Morlarlty may be asked to arrange a sketch for the champion swatIt is not at all improbable that Ty ter, and It is possible that one or
Cobb may go on the stage next winter more ball players would be carried to
in a vaudeville act of some sort. Sev- assist Tyrus entertain the public.
eral managers have been after him
to go on the boards and some of the
offers made him have been attractive
from a salary standpoint. Up to date,
Ty's engagements have been such that
he has passed up the Thespian proposition, but next fall be will be ready
to consider an offer.
Ty hasn't decided yet what sort of
an act he will attempt. A monologue,
baseball sketch, moving picture lecture and a number of other plans have
been considered, but so far the Georgian hasn't been able to make up his
mind just what he wants to do. There
Is no doubt that with any sort of an
attractive act Cobb would be a great
card In vaudeville, for hundreds of
Connie Mack's men seem to get the
persons who would be willing to pay
hits all at one time.
Gregg, a coast recruit, has done
the best pitching of any of the Nap

TYRUS COBB

IN VAUDEVILLE

Meriog

DiamonfliL

boxmen.
Outfielder Noojin is the latest play-r- e
to be secured by Chattanooga from
Cincinnati.
Wolter, Daniels and Cree are playing great ball in the outfield for the
Highlanders.
It seems that Vln Campbell would
have signed with another major league
club had he obtained his release from
Pfeffer and Beebe, two former University of Illinois pitchers, were pitted
against each other at Philadelphia the
other day.
"Doc" Casey, tooth snatcher and
former Tiger, Is playing third base
and managing the Fort Wayne Central

Hatpin In Cat's Eye.
A curious tale of a cat's misadventure comes from Devonport, England.
A cat owned by a hotelkeeper was noticed' to be suffering acute pain from
a swollen head, and upon lotion being
applied a small piece of wire was seen
protruding from the side of the eye.
Efforts were made to pull it out, but
It was found to be of considerable
length, and the cat was therefore
taken to a veterinary surgeon, who
extracted what proved to be a lady's
hatpin nine Inches long, with a blue
glass head still Intact The .nimni
is likely to live.

league team.

runs and twenty-fiv- e
With twenty-twhits against Newark the Toronto
team has probably set a year's record
early in the season.
Catcher Stange, of the Tigers, broke
Ty Cobb's bat during a practice session and poor Tyrus has had to use
a trange club to hit with.
Tyler, Fred Tenney's new pitcher,
looks good, to the Boston fans. A little more experience should make the
youngster a regular winner.
Scranton, Pa., will spend $12,000 for
a new part outside the city limits, so
that it may play Sunday ball without
offending the morals of the pastors.
Mlian, the Washington outfielder, is
having his picture printed quite as
often as Walter Johnson Is having
his. Milan is making a great record
this year.
Superstition keeps Pitcher Mullin
from having the operation on his nose.
He has been winning with the nose as
It Is, and don't want to take a chance
to change his luck.
President Ebbetts of the Brooklyn
club says he would not think of selling the club to Harry Payne Whitney
for $500,000. The famous horseman
wants to make McGraw manager if
he gets it. Ebbetts is going to get
a winnner before he quits the game,
he says.
o

Marvels of Nature.
"Professor, what do you consider
the most wonderful thing in the
'

"The brain of a centipede; It Is
small, yet It has perfect
control over the creature's entire sys
tem of legs and feet"

nineteen-hundred-an-

!

of the

Wag-gene-

Pittsburg.

Not Happy.
And you say Jack and Tom
threw dice to see which would marry
Bill

the girl?
Jill Yes, and Jack won.
"And was he happy?"
"No; after the marriage he accused
Tom of working loaded dice on him!
Yonkers Statesman.

Na'han J;iffa, Secretary
Territory of New Mexico, do
certify that there was filed for
in this office at Three o'clock

cot-tag- e.

cab.

world?"
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would go.
"You won't mind, Mrs. Venne, If I
send you a floral tribute now and
again lilies of the valley they added
a charming touch to your costume last
night. I am an admirer of your work."
It was you who sent me those
beauties last night? I thank you very
much look!" She pointed to her
dressing table and Druce saw his
flowers. "I love to smell them while
dressing," Daphne Venne said.
"I must go." Norman Druce held
out his hand and she slipped hers

PI
I.

room.
When the curtain had rung down
and Norman Druce found himself following an usher to the star's dressing-roo-

an Irritating excitement possessed him.
Dozens of chorus girls brushed
laughingly past him, but he was unconscious of their glances.
Outside the door, Druce had to wait
a moment When It opened and Daphne Venne stood before him in a simple clingy little gown of golden brown
and her beautiful face free from
make-up- ,
Druce expected his heart to
stop beating she was so pure and
tion.
sweet and wonderful in her simple
He leaned back again, slipped the attire.
"You are Mr. Druce?" she quesring into his vest pocket and gave
himself up to a vision of Daphne tioned, as she held open the door for
Venne, the star of the musical comedy him to enter.
to which he had just listened. NorFor answer and partly because It
man Druce had realized when the was difficult to speak, Druce held out
star first floated out upon the stage the wedding ring.
She took it eagerly. "Oh, how good
that she had created great havoc in
his brain and heart. Through the of you to bring it to me how In the
performance he counted each moment world did you ever find out to whom
lost when she was not on the stage.
it belonged?"
"I went to the church and looked up
For the first time, Druce had a
strong desire to join the ranks of all the Marys and Johns who had
stage-doo- r
Johnnies; his better rea- ever married," Druce laughed.
son, however, prevented his going furDaphne Venne joined him and her
ther than to send .an exquisite bunch eyes looked squarely Into his. "It was
of lilies of the valley which Daphne very, very good of you and I thank
Venne wore In the third act.
you. Mr. Venne will be even more deDruce was not a man given to sud- lighted than I am he was very much
den infatuations, but he could not upset about the loss."
"I assure you I can't blame him.
deny the suddenness of this situation.
The glorious red gold hair which fell
Try as he might Druce could not
to her waist and the big, affectionate help the admiration in his eyes.
gray eyes, the fascination of the smile Daphne Venne colored beneath it.
of the actress had all swung their
There seemed to be nothing more
to say and Druce turned as If he

THIS

WIN

M.

Ty Cobb.

money Just to see him before the foot,
lights.
Cobb says that he has plenty of confidence, and that he believes he could
get away with anything he attempted
Accent.
"Baron Fucash speaks English with in the line of a vandeville skit. He
a slight accent" said .the young has been called upon for speeches in
theaters on several occasions and has
woman.
Mr.
"Well," replied
Cumrox, "so do
A Little Lesson.
L But it seems to make a
Of Course Not
great deal
The proper sort of city,
of difference whether an accent halls
"It is rumored that Andrew Carnegie
The kind to mike you alad.
from southern Europe or the banks doesn't read many books."
Will never, never tell a Us
And never, never pad.
of the Muskingum."
"Why should he? There isn't much
had
from
to
be
advertising
reading
many books."
His Dream.
'
Ultra Refinement
"What is Hallroom's Idea of heaven?"
"Mrs. Jobbles Is extremely sensitive
"A place where there are plenty of
about her manners. What do you
The Dreaded Ordeal.
towels."
think she said the other day when I
that
Runler
didn't
Bache I hear
advised her to use crude petroleum Show up for his wedding?
'
;
as a polish?"
NflUn No; he claims that bis
Not Always,
"What did she say?"
alarm clock failed to go off. "Ton know, well begun is half done."
"How could I expect she would use
Bache Huh! I bet he failed pur-p"Does that apply to oil prospect
as a polish, anything so unrefined?"
sly to wind tt. , .
,
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:
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meet tomorrow evening at nina o'clock day with showers and thunderstorms the educational problems appearing in next Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock
in the chamber of commerce rooms. in the vtrinttv and a Knrinklfi of rain schools of philanthropy are in large a. m.
Mrs. William J. Mills, Mrs. Charles
degree a recapitulation of those that
are urged to have their re- over the city.
mil uniLi tiuunu ui . Chairmen
C. Catron, Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mrs.
In
met
met
in
been
have
are
is
and
Silva
being
Broke
Into
CarJose
ports ready.
at El Paso charged with burglary other professional schools. The so- E. C. Abbott, Mrs. R. C. Garrett, Bron-so-n
Physician Brutally Assaulted Dr. jail
Cutting, James E. Clark, O. W.
car and cial workers need to interpret activi
coun- - because he entered a freigat
Alexander, Dr. A. J. Casner, Mrs. A. B.
. otrkIA ciyia
X J. W. Harkey of Elida, Roosevelt
come
'i o
Santa Fe, X. M June 9.
of
liinoii
lar
that
from
the
a
ties
study
"
was brutally if not fatally Injurea
Renehan, F. S. Donnell, Mrs. T. Z.
X The weather for New Mexico X ty,
ll
nun ntfuwsi
as"""1 ger bearings of social life and of social Winter,
lncirycu
a cowman alleged to be D. R. HarMrs. John H. Walker, Mrs.
X is local thunderstorm this after-- " X by
unde
held
$1,000 movements. We sift and seek to train
was
Bustamante
of Carlsbad who struck the physi
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, Mrs.
Sparks,
of
X noon or tonight, cooler in north X key
sorts
on
all
from
the charge
of positions,
people for
cian over the head with an axe handle. i bond at El Paso
X portion.
1A0.:-to the executive heads Carl A. Bishop, J. A. Davis, Henry P
of
Saturday generally X Vacation Pointers
Gonzales
Abran
visitors
robbing
family
Seligman Bros.
Dr. J. A. Rolls, Mrs. H. D.
X
X' fair.
Stole a Guitar Pablo Murillo was of tolerably complicated social organ Bardshar,
have anticipated the summer wantsMoulton, Capt. Fritz Muller.
of
on
the
re
at
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX of
El
The
Paso
thla
in
arrested
task
charge
izations.
pressing
their patrons by the purchase of
In addition to the above, Frank Ow
buiiw.
spect is that of shaping the work.of en and Leo Hersch, have donated the
trunks. suit cases; BieniiuB
Garden Hose and Sprinklers at Goo an immense line of
Almost TWO Million riecea ius our rapidly filling class rooms as far
and traveling bags. Don't start away
use of their double teams of horses to
bels.
line. postoffi.ee at El Paso! during May as possible to a case method basis and
over
the
first
without
looking
transport the "good things" that will
Caii the Capital City Dairy, phone
of
incoming
handled
pieces
90,827
work
outside
of
sur-j
the relating
practical
has some
be an important feature of the
Black 1S8, when in need of milk and Their display window
mail and 908,544 pieces of outgoing to class room discussion. The day of
prises.
cream. Surplus always on hand.
mail. The letter carriers distributed slipshod methods in social service of
will
The orphans will be chaperoned by
441.827 nieces of mail and collected
Satin, black and colors, tw Trinity Sunday Next Sunday
the adminis- the 'Sisters
any kind, whether
of Charity assisted by the
Trinitv Snndnv and on that day 209,469 pieces.
36 inches wide, fl.U per yard. At Goe- - !
j
of
of
institutions, placing
tration
U -- 11
T
committee and a few permanent resilOvlil vnnira
XXUIUiLU iaiuuucB ilia
mi ii v. tllfiirlt
bel"s.
children in family home, the inspec- dents of the Sanitarium. The start
in re-Divorce Granted At Albuquerque, "Easter duty" which consists
TEMPERANCE AND INEBRIATES
tion of tenements, the administration will be made from the Sanitarium at
w
taie
sacramentsi
wiuuu
ceiving
DISCUSSION.
UNDER
Judge Ira A. Abbott granted a divorce Eastern
oi relief, or what not, has passed and 9 a. m. and return at about 5:30 p. m.
receive
to
Failure
period.
to Langlin S. Baker, from his wife Ella
in its place has come a popular dethem within this period, which ends
Siler Baker.
(Continued From Page One.)
mand for a training in technique and ALASKAN STEAMER LANDS
excommunito
one
Sunday, subjects
of thoroughness which
Boston Girl Weds Navajo At Bos- cation.
PASSENGERS ON ICE.
social for the spirit
and
charitable'
to
administer
ton yesterday. Miss Loretto Colombo,
can best be acquired in a technical
obto
Trustees
Organize
Presbyterian
activities, whom it is possible
a society girl, married Chief Wolf
school of philanthropy."
Unable to Find Open Lead Passengers
The board of trustees of the First tain, and that budgets of the right
Wanna, a full blood Navajo.
Had to Walk Seven Miles to
con
church organized yester kinds of charitable activities will
Presbyterian
Beautiful Colonial bed steads at the
Shore.
afternoon by electing J. A. Wood, stantly show increased expenditures ORPHANS WILL BE
day
r
Furniture
Company. nresident: E. C. Abbott, vice l,resl"!for salaries. But on the other hand,
GIVEN BIG TREAT.
(By Special Leasefl Wire to New Mexican)
They are strictly new and must be dent; A. R. McCord, treasurer, and H.
jt ls jUSt as necessary to make propor;
seen to appreciate their appearance.
Nome, Alaska, June 9. Unable to
other
The
treasurer.
tional increases for, actual material Santa Fe Auto Owners Give Their find
an open lead, the steamer Corwin,
See the change of advertisement to- members are: J. H. Walker, I. L. Ty-- j relief. "More individuals and more
Cars' to Transport Children to the
whose coming marked the opening of
day.
Canon.
ler, Paul A. F. Walter, Morris Thomas families have been pauperized by too
navigation in Bering sea, landed here
The Trouser display of Adolf Selig- - and C. E. Linney.
little relief than by too much, lnciuaon the solid ice seven
said
man is complete and shows a complete
annual
alms
pic 102 passengers
On next Wednesday the
giving,
From 56 to 77 That was the range ine indiscriminate
shore
miles
from
today.
suline of nobby designs. The styles and in temperature yesterday and the Mr. Almy. "This has been especially nic of the orphan children under
four of whom were
patterns are striking. Look them over. average relative humidity for the day true in families in which there was pervision of the Sisters of Charity of The passengers,
reacnea iana saieiy. euw-cieSpecial sale on this entirely new was 38 per cent. The lowest tempera- a widow or deserted mother with St. Vincent's Sanitarium will be held women,
provisions for immediate needs
stock,
ture during last night was 55 degrees children or in which tuberculosis may in Santa Fe canon, and a novel treat
in by dog sleds.
were
brought
of
is in store for the 115 little tots which
Fourth of July Committee Meetin-g- and the precipitation showed a trace have been the controlling factor
The Fourth of July committee will of rain. Yesterday was a partly cloudy nr.vt.rtv instead of eiving doles of they will long remember, and they COAL PASSERS STRIKE
two dollars a week, it is frequently bet are spending sleepless nights in antici
AT SOUTHAMPTON.
tn ivrnvidfi a nension of ten or pation of that event.
Willi
wnlch
twelve dollars a week,
A committee consisting of the Moth Whole Fleet of
Ships In Harbor, Inmake a comfortable provision for that; er superior, aisier Mary
uanes,
Atlantic
Liners, Cancluding
Postmaster
A.
family."
Otero and
Hon. Miguel
Get
not
Away.
Buffalo
of
the
relief
for
comThe budget
Edward C. Burke have almost
ex(By Special Leaed Wire to New Mexican
society, of which Mr. Almy is the
pleted all arrangements, and through
in
Southampton, England, June 9 A
ecutive, increased from $798 a year
the generosity and kindness of tne
of coal passers broke out here
strike
1910.
in
to
$26,393
Fe
1900,
it
of
when
Santa
looks
Studebaker
as
A cheap wagon
a
about as good
charitably inclined people
a
The American line steamer
rehef
much
as
in
today.
often
"We
give
who own automobiles, the orpnans
is new, but it won't compare with a studebaker after several
scheduled to sail for New
week
now," said he, "as we used to will be transported
a
the
to
picnic
.
,
years wear;
'
give in a year. With this increased re grounds and return. It will be their York tomorrow,, will he delayed and
'
And what is more,
lief, and because of it, went a steaay first "joy ride" and it goes without the White Star Liner Olympic is havThe chances are that what you have paid on it for repairs, added
increase in the number and of the saying they will retain a warm spot in ing difficulty in obtaining a crew.
A whole fleet of ships chartered by
salaries of our staff. I believe with their breasts for those generous citito the original cost, would be more than we would ask for a new
all my heart that adequate relief will zens who have contributed to their the government and others for the
naval review are lying off in the port
bring the money for more adequate happiness.
service."
of automo- unable to take on coal.
owners
The
following
Adclress by Dr. Roswell C. Crea.
biles have donated the use of their
Boston, June 9. Dr. Roswell C.
It yon want anywmig on eartB try
machines, and the committee asks
New
of
the
associate director
a
New Mexican Want Ad.
sanitarium
that they be on hand at the
York School of Philanthropy, in dis
cussing the professional school for so--!
cial workers before the National Con
The cheap wagon is "played out" in a few yean,
ference of Charities and Correction
MEN'S BLUE SERGE SUITS
'
here this morning, said, "the lawyer
But,
SPECIAL AT $12.50
REGULAR PRICE $18.00
or doctor or engineer who cannot reThe Studebaker will be practically as good as new.
or
medical
or
college
fer to his law
The prudent farmer buys the wagon that will do hi work well
his school of engineering is exception"
.
and wear well,
al. Indeed it is disparaging not to be
a
able to do so. The growth in; special
He buys Studebaker,
ization in recent decades has made
necessary the professional or techni
Light running wears longest
cal school. Social work is perhaps the
newest of professional specialties and
the schools for the training of such
workers are in their infancy, yet developments in this field have rapily
paralleled those in the older fields and
& SUPPLY CO.
,

GROCERY and BAKERY

COFFEES
Guaranteed

MRS. RORER'S

First Class

Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
HALL and WHITE HOUSE ALWAYS RIGHT
BARRINGTON

Silk-face- d

CLP
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UNEXCELLED

QUALITY

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.
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Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals v

"T,HE Waltham

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

is America's

A

pionenr watch. Here and
abroad it is recognized as
the highest type of time-piec- e.
We are headquarters for the

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
will get more for your money in a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.
You Owned

Akers-Wagne-

There

fe

a Difference

tr

Between Wagons

Waltham Watch

"It's Time

.

S.

SPITZ,

St.-Pa- ul,

The Jeweler

a Waltham."

Mc-Cre- a,

WOOD-DAV-

WAGON

IS

Hardware

Company

Distributors

of

The Walger
New Model

:

Awning
THE
-.
.-

BEST

AWNING

EVER PUT UP

SANTA FE HARDWARE

THE Bid

OR

Men's Elgin Shirt Sale

t

For One Week Only Commencing Tuesday, May 30
Shirts By Makers That Best Know How
summer shirt display is
the finest .shirt spread we have
ever had the pleasure of offering
our trade. You'll never wear
better shirts than we are now

Our

,

showing and at a low price.
The shirtings are very hand-somwhile the fit, making and
quality of material form a com- -.
e,

bination of shirt perfection.

Pleated or Plaitn Bossotns
style, cuffs attached or
separated. Every size and sleeve
length that's made. Every shirt
an example of splendid shirt
making. Moderate priced shirts
or shirt luxury, as you prefer.

Coat

$1.25 and $1.50
Cannot be obtained elsewhere for
less than $1.75 & $2.00 and our
guarantee goes with every shirt
sold. There will be no better
time than right now to select
your summer shirt.

o

